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ABSTRACT
This thesis details an analysis of a project called Exposing the Silence in order to learn
about agency and discursive space. This gallery for traumatic birth stories serves as a relevant site
for better understanding how women are constituting their experiences with embodied autonomy
and rhetorical dis/empowerment and how they come together to visually and discursively form a
feminist space online. I completed a rhetorical analysis of the birth narratives and of an interview
with Lindsay Askins, one of the creators of Exposing the Silence.
My study finds that a dyadic relationship between embodied autonomy and rhetorical
agency exists while women negotiate power constructs during their traumatic obstetric experiences.
When their rhetorical agency was diminished, so was their embodied autonomy. While they
asserted agency during the traumatic experience, loss of agency is the main reason for their feelings
of trauma. However, they work to re-assert rhetorical agency by sharing their narratives in the
discursive space. The discursive space of the website is feminist because it promotes the rhetorical
agency of its users and provides the opportunity for its users to socially construct that agency.
My study contributes to the rhetoric of health and medicine (RHM) through its focus on
how women constitute their embodied autonomy and rhetorical agency when speaking about an
experience in which they lost some amount of both. I especially contribute an interpretation of
how rhetorical agency, a discursive assertion of agency, can interact with agency itself, or embodied
autonomy, without being the same entities. This project also contributes to RHM through its focus
on how an online feminist visual-discursive space is socially constructed by its occupants and
creators to assert rhetorical agency.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This chapter will detail the aims, contributions, and exigencies of the study and the
literature informing my thesis project. The purpose of this research is to learn about the discursive
space of and the birth narratives in the Exposing the Silence Project, an online gallery that shares
interview responses of women who have experienced obstetric violence along with photographs of
the participating women. Obstetric violence is a type of maltreatment in pregnancy, childbirth,
and postpartum care characterized by a loss of patient autonomy due to verbal and physical abuse
or coercion, or invasive medical interventions performed without informed consent or in spite of
explicit refusal. The creators of Exposing the Silence, Cristen Pascucci and Lindsay Askins, aim for
this platform to empower women by giving them a chance to be heard, a chance to construct their
own narratives (Askins and Pascucci). This research site is useful because an activist project about
women’s traumatic experiences with reproductive health lends itself to exploring feminist
discursive space and issues of power, agency, and knowledge in health and medicine. It serves as a
relevant site for better understanding how women are constituting their experiences with
embodied autonomy and rhetorical dis/empowerment and how they come together to visually and
discursively form a feminist space online.
I understand the platform Exposing the Silence creates as a “feminist discursive space”
(Koerber). Amy Koerber treats feminist discursive spaces as spaces in which women can
comprehend themselves as agents and can be empowered by sharing their embodied experiences
(131, 143). I apply this term to Exposing the Silence because, with its aim of empowering women
by giving them a chance to be heard, it creates a literal and symbolic space for women to share
their embodied experiences and to rhetorically construct those experiences (Koerber). In addition,
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I understand the interview responses published in this space as birth narratives according to Kim
Hensley Owens’ definition because they function as “discursive assertions” of childbirth
experiences (1, 8, 43). Owens defines such birth narratives as attempts to “claim agency” over
childbirth, especially after agency was lost during the birthing experience (8, 39).
To learn about the meaning-making published on Exposing the Silence, I use rhetorical
criticism to analyze the birth narratives in the context of the discursive space of the project. I
perform a close textual reading of the birth narratives, looking for the way the experience of
obstetric violence is rhetorically constructed by the speakers, especially in terms of agency. I also
interpret the meaning made about obstetric violence by the project as a whole by looking at the
visual elements of the online gallery and analyzing interview responses from Lindsay Askins, the
professional birth photographer and doula who co-created Exposing the Silence. My thesis project
asks these research questions:
1. How do women interpret and express their rhetorical agency when describing
traumatic birth experiences?
2. To what extent and how does Exposing the Silence function as a feminist discursive
space that amplifies those birth narratives?
3. How does one creator of the website interpret her co-construction of the rhetorical
space?

Contribution to the Rhetoric of Health and Medicine
Much research in the Rhetoric of Health and Medicine (RHM) movement examines the
rhetorical constructs in women’s reproductive health and the embodied and rhetorical power
women hold in those symbolic systems (Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs, and Benn, 2017; Britt, 2000;
Buchanan, 2013). In addition, the movement studies authorized, rhetorical, ideological knowledge
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in biomedicine (Code, 2006; Rapp, 1999; Jordan, 1997; Lay, 2000). Such studies are often
enmeshed in issues of choice and decision-making, asking who holds knowledge, what ideology
informs that knowledge, and how such knowledge affects women’s healthcare experiences (Condit,
2000; Hindley and Thomson, 2005; Woods, 2013). Many focus specifically on theorizing agency in
such power structures (Graham, 2009; Kerschbaum, 2014; Koerber, 2006; Owens, 2015; Spoel,
2007). These studies conclude that ideologically-informed medical systems rhetorically construct
truths about women’s bodies and circumscribe women’s reproductive experiences and choices
(Koerber, 2013; Owens, 2015; Seigel, 2013).
For example, Amy Koerber’s research on infant-feeding choices finds that expert, scientific
information about infant feeding—disciplinary power—creates a “grid of meaning” that restricts
how, when, and whether women can breastfeed (148). Marika Seigel’s rhetorical study looks at
popular pregnancy manuals and the value-laden nature of their recommendations. She finds that
these texts construct women’s bodies as weak and women’s roles in prenatal care as passive and
submissive. These constructs are carried in dominant health information, which limits women’s
choices and creates warrants for others to make decisions on their behalf (96-97). Kim Hensley
Owens’ analysis of birth plans interprets them as a response to the dominant American childbirth
discourses that exaggerate the necessity of modern medical interventions and support uncritical
acceptance of medicalized childbirth (1, 6, 18-21). Owens lists such examples as electronic fetal
monitoring of healthy pregnancies, which medical research finds to be more harmful than
beneficial because it is likely to cause incorrect diagnosis of fetal distress, which leads to
unnecessary (and thus unnecessarily dangerous) interventions like induction and cesarean surgery.
However, electronic fetal monitoring is still approached as a best-practice that can be difficult for
women to decline during a hospital stay (35).
This type of research in RHM consistently shows rhetorical and ideological constructs that
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have power over the material, embodied circumstances, or what women can actually do and
experience, in reproductive healthcare. My aim is to contribute to this research by examining the
way women themselves construct narratives about disempowered birthing experiences. This will
contribute to the RHM a perspective on how women constitute their own rhetorical agency when
speaking about an experience in which they lost some amount of autonomy.
Feminist Discursive Space
In addition, I aim to learn more about how an online feminist visual-discursive space is
rhetorically constructed by its occupants and creators. This will contribute to efforts in RHM to
define the parameters of a feminist discursive space and to examine how that space can affect
women’s autonomy and rhetorical agency. Seigel and Koerber’s research, for example, discusses
feminist discursive spaces as potential sites of choice and power for women in their healthcare
experiences.
Seigel argues for pregnancy manuals that provide women with “critical access” to the
prenatal care system so that users can negotiate and even transform it (14). She suggests that these
manuals must form an alternative discursive space by creating women-centered texts that
rearticulate their users’ identities according to feminist pieties, such as “experiential knowledge
about pregnancy and childbirth is expert knowledge,” “pregnant women’s bodies are capable, not
pathological,” and “medical technologies of prenatal care are risky” (Seigel 74, 147). She applies
Burke’s “perspective by incongruity” as a method for making these purposeful “impious
associations in order to affect a reorientation of sense and meaning,” theorizing that resisting in
this way can establish new perspectives over time while disorienting the old ones (145). I posit that
Seigel is calling for a feminist discursive space that constructs women’s embodied, experiential
knowledge about pregnancy as valid knowledge for decision making that should be shared between
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women (81, 84-85, 87). She argues that if women “users” of pregnancy texts interact with one
another as sources of knowledge and support, there is a potential for disrupting the existing system
and promoting critical access (88, 134-135). As more women seek out “feminist discourses arising
out of the women’s health movement and out of even earlier midwifery-based models of care,”
there will be more potential for multiple choices and empowered decision making (Seigel 137).
Koerber also discusses the potential of feminist discursive spaces for women’s choices and
rhetorical agency. She observes that women who achieve lactation and breastfeeding against the
“odds” physicians anticipate will prevent them from doing so often accomplish this with the
support of an opposing discourse, sometimes voiced through attending nurses or the La Leche
League (Koerber 117). Though existing “subject positions” often sanction their agentive acts,
women still enact agency in these cases as they negotiate competing sources of knowledge,
“rejecting discursive elements that they find problematic” in order to make better informed
decisions (Koerber 119). Koerber sees the most potential for agency in the creation of a “feminist
discursive space” in which women can comprehend themselves as agents and can be empowered by
sharing their embodied experiences (131, 143).
Other scholars have looked at examples of feminist discursive spaces to understand their
power in granting women a counter-discourse to dominant medicalized discourses. Susan Wells
investigates the discourse of the still-prominent women’s health book Our Bodies, Ourselves,
describing its distinctive feminist account of women’s embodied experiences and the ways it
criticizes medicalized notions of women’s bodies (3-4). I propose that part of what Wells observes
in Our Bodies, Ourselves stands as an example of a feminist discursive space. Wells describes the text
as openly challenging conceptions of women’s health in the 1960s by framing “women’s
experience of the body as consequential” (56). Wells explains that Our Bodies, Ourselves created a
new discourse, rhetorically shaping women as agentive through its distributed authorship that
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invited readers to collaborate in the making of the text; by writing in a colloquial style; through its
focus on sexual autonomy by exploring the body through touch; and by representing the female
body as whole and normal (12, 57, 134, 151). Our Bodies, Ourselves sanctioned “a new discourse of
the body” and prompted women to use this discourse when talking about women’s health (Wells
56). Wells demonstrates that the book rhetorically constructed women as agents and thus created a
feminist discursive space in which women can exchange feminist values and the knowledge that
helps them act on those values.
Maria Novotny, a cultural rhetorics scholar, analyzed and contributed to a feminist
discursive space surrounding the health and medicine issue of infertility. Novotny worked with
Elizabeth Horn-Walker on the ART of Infertility, a project that shares stories and art pieces that
“tell narratives of infertile women and men” (Art of Infertility). She especially focuses on shared
narratives through multimodal composition and artwork, which she understands as a “powerful
medium which can circulate more accessibly so as to translate the embodied, often invisible”
infertility experiences (Art of Infertility). I see Novotny’s interpretation of the ART of Infertility as
a communal sharing of experience and a mode of resistance to cultural constructs positions this
multimodal project as a feminist discursive space. Because Exposing the Silence expresses visual
elements through black-and-white photographs of the participating women, I will contribute to
explorations like Novotny’s of the visual-rhetorical constitution of meaning in a feminist discursive
space.
These RHM studies suggest that a feminist discursive space functions as such because it
constructs women in an agentive, empowered, feminist narrative that provides more options and
resources, both rhetorical and material, for women’s experiences with reproductive healthcare.
Seigel discovers that women who share their knowledge to make decisions about prenatal care
using system-disrupting texts are more likely to make counter-norm choices. Owens observes
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women sharing their knowledge and experience in online spaces to achieve the natural pregnancies
they desire. And Koerber notices that women supported by a counter-discourse like the La Leche
League are more likely to successfully breastfeed. By examining Exposing the Silence as a feminist
discursive space and studying the narratives it shares, I aim to contribute a further understanding
of what feminist discursive spaces look like and how they affect women’s agentive voices. As such, I
also work with existing theories of agency taken up by RHM scholars like Amy Koerber, Stephanie
Kerschbaum, and Kim Hensley Owens.
Rhetorical Agency
Exploring matters of agency necessarily entails responding to Burke’s “problem of agency.”
Charles Conrad and Elizabeth Macom explain that asking questions about human choice means
asking questions about “voluntarism and determinism,” or about the balance between subject and
object, between individual action and the more abstract structures in which an individual acts (1112). When I ask questions about how women interpret and express their own agency in their birth
narratives, I aim to observe what they think agency or power means, how agency might be different
from power, where they put emphasis on that balance between their own actions and outside
influences, and how they constitute that balance. My own interpretation of agency lies in RHM
scholarship on rhetorical agency that frames it as a discursive assertion that bids to make change or
to recuperate lost power.
Scott Graham summarizes “the major trajectory of agency theory in recent rhetorical and
technical communication scholarship” in his article on “Agency and the Rhetoric of Medicine”
(382). Looking at several works in the rhetoric of health and medicine, he explains that scholars
are approaching agency as “the instantiation of change over time” (Graham 379). He proposes four
maxims to cover the various ways these scholars have addressed change:
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“1. Agency is the process of instantiating change in the status quo.
2. Change arises from series of rhetorical events over time.
3. Although the overall agentive program resists authoritative forces, the
constitutive rhetorical events frequently rely on those same authoritative forces.
4. A change becomes the status quo when the (new) authoritative structures operate
to maintain the change.” (Graham 379-380).
In essence, rhetorical agency means voicing counterhegemonic ideas, or resistance to dominant
discourses. This resistance isn’t necessarily locatable in one moment in time but can stretch as
“rhetorical motion through time” (Graham 381). Rhetorical agency is no less agentive for its
reliance on existing power structures and if a change is to become the new norm, it will rely on
authoritative structures to maintain power (Graham 381-382).
Amy Koerber’s research illustrates most of these maxims. She defines rhetorical agency as a
disruption to disciplinary power (Koerber 95). This disruption can take various forms and does
“not necessarily have to be seen as individual acts with distinct beginning and end points, but
rather, might be understood as, at least potentially, having implications that extend beyond the
individual events or acts they describe” (Koerber 98). Koerber’s analysis of infant feeding
disciplinary rhetorics finds that women’s ability to breastfeed is often controlled by competing
discourses from science, medical systems, and popular culture. Nevertheless, she suggests that
women in her study still “exercised some degree of choice among the competing discourses”
(Koerber 93). While their choices are limited, often simply choosing between the “preexisting
subject positions” available to them, Koerber sees this resistance as rhetorical agency because it still
has the potential to push against the “sense” of the system (88). Though this type of agency does
not enable them to “escape the grid of meaning established by disciplinary rhetoric,” Koerber
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argues that rhetorical agency exists if women’s resistance “can disrupt disciplinary power even
without escaping its grip” (95).
Cathryn Molloy offers one theory of what resistance to disciplinary rhetoric—the meaningmaking of those in positions of power, or dominant discourse—looks like. Her study suggests that
people with mental illness who attempt to gain credibility against stigmatization employ
“recuperative ethos,” the use of discursive practices to “rebuild the personal, social, and
professional standing that is often compromised in acute phases of mental illness” (Molloy 139140). Molloy discovers that her participants use “agile epistemologies,” or skilled rhetorical
performances of mental dexterity, to “disrupt under-estimations of these orators’ rhetorical
abilities” (144, 146). The ethos they attempt to gain by disrupting expectations can be understood
as an exercise of rhetorical agency, a discursive bid to make change. While Koerber describes
several key ways the system’s ‘sense’ can be disrupted, she concludes that we do not currently have
a way of measuring all future effects of resistance. It can be understood, then, that any act of
resistance—whether or not the woman succeeds in her goals or is able to carry out her choices—
could potentially contribute to change (resistance can exist without success in that resistance).
Stephanie Kerschbaum, in her analysis of disability disclosure and identity performance,
also discusses rhetorical agency as something that does not necessarily need to be wielded
purposefully or to realize its intended effect in order to be considered rhetorical agency.
Kerschbaum uses Marilyn Cooper’s theories of agency as emergent and enacted to explain that
rhetorical agency can be “realized afterwards, such as by relating narratives like those performed in
the course of disability disclosure” (64). Kerschbaum discusses theorists who posit rhetorical
agency as something one cannot “have,” but as something situated and negotiated in human
interaction (63).
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I apply Koerber and Kerschbaum’s approach to rhetorical agency by interpreting the
Exposing the Silence project as an attempt to make change, to disrupt dominant discourses, and
therefore as an assertion of rhetorical agency. The project as a whole and the individual birth
narratives employ symbolic means to communicate meaning about traumatic obstetric experiences.
If rhetorical agency is “situated and negotiated in human interaction,” then it is something that
can be asserted—consciously or not—in discourse, or in discursive acts. Even if the project or birth
narratives rely on existing power structures to voice non-dominant ideas, the discursive act is
interactive and resistant.
I understand this constituting of one’s own experience to be rhetorical agency. Kim
Hensley Owens analyzes the way women employ birth plans in hopes of gaining more control over
the material conditions of their birthing experience (43). Though these birth plans are often
ignored by physicians, and often employ “authorized or sponsored” genre conventions, Owens
does not discount the rhetorically agentive discursive act of these documents (52-53, 56-57, 67-68).
In fact, she argues that “feminist rhetorical agency” does not necessarily stem from actual power
over “institutionally situated experiences,” but often works to discursively reclaim power after it
was lost (Owens 10). She writes that “the genre of birth plans is relatively new and has fairly
explicit rhetorical intentions: women write birth plans to claim agency, to some extent, over the
circumstances of labor and delivery” (Owens 39). When this is not successful, they may then
employ birth narratives to “vie for discursive prominence” and reclaim lost agency (8). Rhetorical
agency can be something women exercise, then, by sharing their perspectives on their childbirth
experience. Working with this definition of rhetorical agency, my study aims to understand how
women interpret their own rhetorical agency and practical power, during and after their traumatic
birthing experience.
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Kramarae and Triechler, in their Feminist Dictionary, define power as “the ability to get
things done” (qtd. in Palczewski 27). Traditional concepts of power interpret getting things done as
necessarily “power over” other people or things (Darlington and Mulvaney). Darlington and
Mulvaney argue that the feminist perspective conflicts with traditional hierarchical rhetorics of
power. Instead of settling for a “power over” conception, they offer a feminist alternative they call
reciprocal empowerment. They understand this empowerment as “personal authority” with
connotations of self-determination, competence, independence, knowledge, choice, and action.
This personal authority turns into reciprocal empowerment when applied in a social, relational
situation—which could be a feminist discursive space—in which something must be discussed or
negotiated, or action must be taken. They describe how reciprocal empowerment is the material,
embodied result of successful rhetorical acts, rhetorical acts that vie to make change:
“Reciprocal empowerment enables people with mutual self-interests to rise above
obstacles based on social and political structures and to use personal authority to
discuss issues openly and honestly in order to effect change. The process of
engaging in reciprocal empowerment requires that the participants be both selfconfident and respectful of others in order to assist them without sacrificing self.
The process also requires that participants be skilled in active listening in order to
be sufficiently knowledgeable to mediate reasoned discussions that can create
mutually beneficial outcomes.” (Darlington and Mulvaney, n.p.)
Indeed, “power is a social phenomenon: people have power in relation to others,” and thus
birthing women’s practical power cannot be interpreted in their personal authority alone
(Palczewski 27). Darlington and Mulvaney’s approach to power explains how agents can hold
power without controlling others, and in fact by working reasonably and fairly with others to make
choices and take action. Material power for birthing women is the empowerment to make choices
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and take actions on their own behalf, though they will almost certainly do so by rhetorically
negotiating with other authorities in the room.
Rhetorical and material power must always co-construct each other. I also acknowledge,
however, material and embodied power separately from rhetorical agency. Because exercising
rhetorical agency is a bid to make change that doesn’t necessarily succeed, or a discursive
recuperation of agency after losing practical power, it is important to develop a separate vocabulary
for the ability to make real, material, immediate change. After all, part of the exigence for the
participants of Exposing the Silence to share narratives about trauma in a feminist discursive space
is that they, to some extent, lost the ability to choose their material circumstances, despite
whatever rhetorical agency they exercised at the time. This material side of the dyad between
rhetorical-material may be viewed as simply “power,” as autonomy or self-determination, or as the
practical ability to make choices and carry out those choices. Like rhetorical agency, this material
or embodied power is limited. Autonomy is especially limited by the options available to choose
from and the available support in carrying out choices. Those constraints reflect the lack of power
and choice faced by many women in reproductive healthcare situations.
Distinguishing practical autonomy, or reciprocal empowerment, from the rhetorical acts
that constitute rhetorical agency is important because women sharing their birth narratives on
Exposing the Silence will all have experienced some loss of both rhetorical and material power,
together and separately. No one chooses obstetric violence or trauma; some loss of practical power
will have led to these experiences. This circumstance is an important context to their birth
narratives and their decision to share those narratives on Exposing the Silence. Sharing a narrative
about such loss of power requires these women to negotiate their roles as actors or subjects, their
roles as agents during the traumatic experience and after. Some lack of practical power is in fact
what prompts such a negotiation of agency. Like the birth narratives Owens studies, these narratives
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represent discursive assertions of power because material, embodied power had been limited or
absent (Owens 8, 43). Studies in RHM like Owens and Molloy’s make connections between
material constraints on power and rhetorical acts that assert or vie for agency. My own study aims
to contribute to this by further exploring that connection.

Situating the Research Questions
As a scoping study of a sample of qualitative literature about birthing ‘outside the system,’
the purpose of Holten and Miranda’s research published in the journal Midwifery was to “identify
important or recurring themes on women’s motivations to birth outside the system,” or to choose
birthing options and environments against dominant medical expectations (56). First, Holten and
Miranda found that women who choose unassisted childbirth or ‘high-risk’ homebirths are often
critical of the biomedical, risk-based model of birth, perceiving it as not meeting their needs and
sometimes not meeting their basic rights. These women often prioritize an intuitive, embodied
knowledge instead (59). They also perceive “risk” in birth as related to poverty, unnecessary
medical intervention, and fear; they wish to avoid over-medicalization of birth in the hospital, in
which many of these women have already had traumatic birthing experiences (59). The authors
also identify a common expectation that true informed consent is not possible in the hospital
because women are presented with limited choices, their wishes are not supported, and they are
understood as “permission-askers” instead of decision-makers (59). These findings align with
rhetorical and material circumstances scholars in the rhetoric of health and medicine have
identified as reasons women may resist medical discourse or medicalized systems surrounding
female reproductive health. As these rhetorical and material conflicts serve as grounds to my thesis
topic, Holten and Miranda’s research is a succinct summary of this conflict’s existence.
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However, while their research exposes the kinds of rhetorical problems women have with
medicalized childbirth, it carefully avoids acknowledging any injustice in women’s embodied
experiences during hospital childbirth. For example, the authors write that “Healthcare
professionals find it difficult to adhere to informed refusal when the life of the fetus is at risk,”
without addressing when and whether this perceived risk is accurate, probable, or relevant. In
addition, the authors claim that women’s feeling of trauma, disempowerment, or rape while
birthing is “most probably not the norm” though “it does indicate a failure to deliver sensitive,
caring, respectful maternity care and can lead women to choose an unassisted birth” (59). This
dismissal possibly demonstrates a lack of academic studies addressing women’s descriptions of
maltreatment in their childbirth experiences, including verbal and physical abuse and medical
interventions performed without consent or in spite of explicit refusal. Ultimately, though, this
research stands out as an example of the kinds of questions that conflict with my research. Rather
than asking why do women resist? (and perhaps how can we convince them to behave?), research in the
rhetoric of health and medicine movement and intersecting fields demonstrate that women have
good rhetorical and material cause to disrupt dominant discourse. I seek to understand, then, the
counter-discourse created in spaces that amplify women’s voices. Exploring women’s experiences
with reproductive healthcare and their rhetorical communication of those experiences will serve as
a “prior question” to those posed by researchers like Holten and Miranda (Segal 228).
The rest of this literature review discusses the relationship between choice and agency in
women’s reproductive healthcare experiences; rhetorical constructions of women’s reproductive
health that limits their choices; the ways authorized, rhetorical, ideological knowledge affects
women’s agentive decision making; and feminist information-exchange, agency, and choice in
healthcare decisions. Juxtaposing this scholarship demonstrates the close connection between
rhetorical agency and access to feminist discursive spaces. Understanding this relationship helps to
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clarify the conflict between pregnant and birthing women who seek agency and a medicalized
healthcare system which holds power over their choices.
Rhetorical Constructs and Ideological Knowledge:
Choice in Medicalized Discourses
Many studies in RHM have explored rhetorical constructs of women, their health, and
their reproductive lives. These studies are often mired in the issues of choice and decision-making.
Celeste Condit examines the rhetorical influence of the “genetic model of medicine,” discussing
how information about prenatal testing and interventions structure women’s choices, the ways that
“scientific and technical protocols and social agendas—rather than the value choices and personal
preferences of the women involved—are the basis for the range of available choices and the
informational support for those choices” (133-134). Even when this information is factually true
and evidence-based, the rhetorical and value-laden nature of this information has power over the
choices available to choose from, or women’s abilities to make agentive, informed choices as they
are shuffled between and influenced by bureaucratic and medical values they may not share (125,
136).
Carly Woods’ study of “menstrual suppression” rhetoric points out that choice is used by
pharmaceutical companies as a rhetorically persuasive means of encouraging medical suppression
of menstruation. These arguments assume that the value of menstruation is negligent or
nonexistent and assume that menstruation is a disruptive “condition” that diminishes women’s
control over themselves and their lives (276-277, 279-280). Thus the idea of choice can be
feminist, but can also be “co-opted” (267). Hindley and Thomson’s research into the informationexchange practices of midwives in hospitals found that while women’s empowerment and agency
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was the professed goal, midwives controlled and manipulated women’s choices by strategically
communicating information to the midwives’ own ends.
It seems that studies addressing the issue of decision-making in women’s healthcare
conclude that true choice is limited or absent. This lack of choice can be interpreted as a lack of
autonomy, power, or even agency. As the women interviewed for the Exposing the Silence Project
were all in some way subject to obstetric violence, a circumstance no one chooses, my research
aims to learn how they construct their own agency during and after the loss of choice.
Studies on women’s health rhetoric often cite Foucault’s theories about power, knowledge,
and truth to explain the rhetorical circumstances that influence women’s choices
(Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs, and Benn; Britt; Buchanan; Koerber; Owens). Furthermore, these
scholars recognize the strong connection between rhetorical power, epistemic power, and material
power. For example, Lindal Buchanan’s study of “Mother” rhetoric addresses the way “Mother” is
constructed to “encod[e] dominant beliefs, values, and assumptions about the role” and how these
‘codes’ of motherhood can support harmful ideological understandings about women (xvii, 22).
Buchanan understands that these discursive formations have epistemic consequences on women
and mothers because rhetorical constructs design knowledge and truths about them, in line with
Foucault’s ‘regimes of truth’ (6). Her research demonstrates the power of rhetorical arguments to
amplify values about women and their bodies, and even to transform those values into accepted
truths.
In another example, Elizabeth Britt argues in her article on fertility and biopower that the
“medical model of infertility” rhetorically and practically normalizes women’s perceptions of their
bodies and fertility choices. By regulating reproductive health choices and by making the
productivity of women’s bodies more acceptable and accessible, the normalization of fertility and
medical treatment of infertility acts as a biopower with much material affect over people’s choices
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(207-208, 210-212, 221). “The symbolic systems with which we make meaning” affect real
resources like insurance coverage, which influences couples’ understanding of and decisions about
infertility (207). Similarly, Amy Koerber understands Foucault’s scholarship on disciplinary power
as informing the way expert, scientific information about infant feeding creates a “grid of
meaning” that circumscribes how, when, and whether women can breastfeed (148).
It is clear that the rhetorical systems that construct truths about women’s bodies often
directly affect their choices and roles as decision-makers. Koerber’s study interrogates women’s
struggle to breastfeed, despite current medical recommendations for breastfeeding, concluding that
current medical discourse and cultural perceptions contradict official guidelines. She demonstrates
that in order to successfully breastfeed, women often must challenge medical authority. In
Koerber’s research, knowledge plays a role in gaining power: women enact agency as they negotiate
competing sources of knowledge, “rejecting discursive elements that they find problematic” in
order to make better informed decisions (119). She notices the most disruption of medical “sense”
when these acts of resistance are successful—when breastfeeding or lactation is achieved (121-122).
Kim Hensley Owens’ book on women’s childbirth writing practices also explores matters of
agency. A major conclusion of her study finds that women expect to be “rhetorically disabled”
during childbirth—to have their rhetorical agency diminished in some way—and thus choose to
enhance their voices through birth plans to avoid unwanted hospital protocols, technologies, and
interventions (43, 68, 270). Owens understands these birth plans as responses to the dominant
arguments, tropes, and rhetorical features found in American childbirth discourses, which
exaggerate the necessity of modern medical interventions and support uncritical acceptance of
medicalized childbirth (1, 6, 18-21). Because birth plans create opportunities for women to obtain
knowledge and strategies for negotiation with hierarchically advantaged childbirth attendants,
Owens argues that birth plans hold “rhetorical possibility” for power and agency (39, 270).
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Marika Seigel’s rhetorical study looks at instructive pregnancy texts and the value-laden
nature of their recommendations. She finds that these texts operate under the assumption that
pregnancy is a medical event that needs to be medically supervised, the assumption that producing
a “normal” fetus is the central concern of the prenatal care system, that the fetus is a distinct entity
from the maternal body, and that “the pregnant body is a site through which social, political, and
environment threats can be managed” (36, 40-45, 66, 102). Furthermore, pregnant women are
expected to accept medical knowledge about pregnancy as expert knowledge and submit
compliantly to medical “risk assessment and management” (40, 110). As these ideologies are
buried in what might appear as objective knowledge, they can limit women’s choices and thus their
agency. Seigel finds that rhetorically constructing the maternal body as “risky” and in need of
“troubleshooting” teaches women that their bodies are weak or incompetent and that women
often make decisions accordingly (10, 21, 92). Moreover, because they are “risky,” women’s actions
and choices are limited by the need to manage their bodies, by the “rhetorical warrant for placing
them under surveillance and supervision, for making decisions on their behalf” (96-97).
These authors, however, suggest that instances of resistance to these authoritative
ideologies can gain women more choices and power over time. Seigel discovers that women who
share their knowledge to make decisions about prenatal care using system-disrupting texts are more
likely to make counter-norm choices. Owens observes women sharing their knowledge and
experience in online spaces to achieve the natural pregnancies—pregnancies not imposed upon by
medical interventions—that they desire. This sharing of feminist values, it seems, resists medicalized
discourses by creating counter-discourse within feminist discursive spaces. Women who are able to
join a feminist discursive space thus have more support in making choices about their embodied
experience.
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Studies like Koerber, Owens, and Seigel’s suggest that power in women’s reproductive
healthcare is closely connected to the present or available discourses and the value-laden
knowledge held by those discourses. Medicalized systems that use such ideologically-informed
knowledge to control women’s choices represent the kind of discourse that the Exposing the
Silence project challenges. Swidler and Arditi’s overview of sociology’s current orientations toward
knowledge highlights epistemology’s relationship to power and authority, which helps to explain
why the counter-discourse of Exposing the Silence becomes necessary for making change.
Recent research looks at ideologies and discourses relating to knowledge, or “formal
systems of ideas linked to broader cultural patterns” (Swidler and Arditi 306). Often building from
Kuhn’s “paradigms” of knowledge in science, social authority and institutional power is significant
to these studies. Swidler and Arditi also observe that Foucault’s theories of power—including the
idea that not only does what people think change over time, but also what is “thinkable”—have
encouraged works on “how institutional practices ground systems of knowledge” (314-315). Even
outside of RHM, then, approaching knowledge production and sanction in a cultural context is
prevalent. Other authors are connecting this understanding of knowledge to science and medicine.
Lorraine Code analyzes “negotiated empiricism” especially in legal and medical knowledge systems,
arguing that “statements of fact indeed acquire or fail to achieve factual status situationally,
according to the patterns of authority and expertise constitutive of the institution(s) of knowledge
production in whose discursive spaces they circulate and within whose praxes they are constituted
and embedded” (98-99). Making closer connections between value-laden knowledge and
biomedicine, Rayna Rapp looks at biomedical knowledge through a “cultural grid” in her research
on amniocentesis technology (13). Rapp understands biomedical knowledge and its technologies
of intervention as culturally constituted, as formed by and enforcers of cultural ideologies.
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Specifically, a popular line of research looks at authoritative knowledge, who holds it, and
how it affects women’s decision-making opportunities in their reproductive health. Brigitte Jordan
describes authoritative knowledge as what decision-making participants consider to be legitimate or
of consequence, rather than what is ‘objectively’ true (58-60). In her study of American hospital
births, she finds that “medical knowledge supersedes and delegitimizes other potentially relevant
sources of knowledge” (61). She observes that women’s experiential or embodied knowledge is not
considered legitimate within a medical knowledge system, that “what the woman knows and
displays, by virtue of her bodily experience, has no status in this setting” (62-64).
There are a substantial number of studies on non-medical or not empirical “ways of
knowing” in maternity care, some framed as responses to Jordan’s seminal ideas (Browner and
Nancy; Davis-Floyd and Davis; Sargent and Bascope). This line of research seems limited, however,
because it can distance embodied experience from ‘objective’ forms of knowledge. This research
seems to focus on the ways that women’s choices and preferences are not congruent with medical
sense and traditional understandings of objective, scientific knowledge. Many of the studies in this
literature review, however, indicate that even when women request medically-approved practices or
when they seemingly comply with dominant ways of knowing, they often still encounter resistance.
Individual physicians and larger medical institutions still deny women evidence-based care—
practices recommended by the World Health Organization and other authoritative sources—
causing grassroots responses like evidencebasedbirth.com, an online childbirth resource for parents
and practitioners for sharing the often-ignored evidence-based pregnancy and childbirth medical
practices (Evidence Based Birth, “About”). If medical practice is often not informed by current
medical knowledge, it is uncertain whether medical knowledge and experiential knowledge are
actually in conflict, as some studies that respond to Jordan’s suggest.
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However, it is clear that medicalized ideology about women’s bodies is in conflict with
feminist ideologies of women’s bodies, as can be seen in Susan Well’s analysis of Our Bodies,
Ourselves and how it positions its feminist health discourse as separate from medicalized notions of
women’s reproductive bodies and lives. There is much research on barriers to implementing
evidence-based practice in health and medicine (Gawande; Hunter; Rousseau and Gunia; Stavor,
Zedreck-Gonzalez, and Hoffmann). RHM often focuses on rhetorical barriers, on the ideological
values that inform epistemic ‘truth’ that can introduce conflict between women’s individual
choices and medical ideology. The values and assumptions that Seigel finds embedded in
instructive pregnancy texts—about women’s bodies and roles in prenatal care—are an important
example of this. Another example can be appreciated in Owens’ overview of American childbirth
history and the “dominant discourses [that] create and sustain (sometimes mistaken) beliefs about
childbirth and medical progress that dramatically affect US women’s roles as agents in childbirth”
(18).
Mary Lay’s research into midwifery’s conflicting ideology with medicalized systems also
reveals the power of rhetorical, ideological knowledge over women’s decisions and opportunities in
their reproductive health choices. In the Minnesota hearings for their medical legitimacy, midwives
argued for their potential contributions to medical knowledge of childbirth, maternity care, and
the female body; midwives’ legitimate knowledge and practices—such as changing women’s birthing
positions to accommodate breech babies or safely birthing twins at home—have often been ignored
by traditional medicine though these practices continue to work. Despite the midwives’ appeals to
the empiricism of their knowledge, biomedical authority was more discursively powerful, and Lay
concludes the midwives did not win legal rights to their practices because they were not permitted
to function as “knowers” in the medical knowledge system (142, 146, 147). Lay discusses the
language and ideology embedded in medical discourse that supports medical intervention as the
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most appropriate response to pregnancy and birth and works against the credibility of midwifery
practices. She also relates these challenges to gender, women’s place as “knowers” in society, and
the confrontation with “dominant professions that claim authoritative knowledge about women’s
bodies, and through discourse, successfully maintain that claim” (172).
It is clear that the authoritative knowledge of medical systems often works to circumscribe
the choices women can make during reproductive healthcare experiences. While those medicalized
discursive spaces may not support feminist values like autonomy over one’s body, my study
examines Exposing the Silence as a discursive space in which feminist values are authoritative.
Feminist Principles of Communication
The scholars discussed so far have helped me understand the ideologies, rhetorical
constructs, and knowledge systems in those discourses that limit women’s power as decisionmakers over their reproductive health. They have demonstrated the relationship between agency
and women’s access to feminist discursive spaces and the rhetorical and practical information
those spaces carry (Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs, and Benn; Britt; Condit; Koerber; Seigel; Woods).
Koerber finds, for example, that although medical knowledge has turned to support human breast
milk as superior, physician practices and the information they share still reflect discourses that
value medically supervised formula feeding as equal to or better than breast milk (18). Koerber
finds that hospital practices often manipulate women into taking actions that “sabotage” lactation
or latching. At the same time, Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs, and Benn discuss the tendency to
pressure new mothers into breastfeeding, an action sanctioned and normalized in public and
medical discourse, often by providing one-sided information about breastfeeding and alternatives
(2-7). The authors found that women, instead, “appreciated and acknowledged the effective
support that they had received from their LMC midwives who reinforced and strengthened their
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self-esteem and encouraged them to breastfeed their infants exclusively for a longer duration while
respecting the mothers’ autonomy” (Alianmoghaddam, Phibbs, and Benn 10).
Clearly, the connection between information-exchange and autonomy, choice, and agency
is complex. To begin to understand these relationships from a feminist perspective, and to
understand the values a feminist discursive space might carry, this literature review concludes by
looking at feminist principles of communication. Instead of focusing on specific discursive
feminist communication practices, I have drawn from scholars that discuss broader feminist
orientations to communication. Each of these theorists describe orientations that temper the role
and influence of power in feminist communication practices. In addition, each promotes an open,
fair exchange of information and a freedom in decision-making.
Patricia Darlington and Michele Mulvaney, for example, reject traditional hierarchical
conceptions of power as “power over,” instead arguing that a feminist perspective calls for
“reciprocal empowerment.” They contend that a feminist rhetoric of power focuses on “personal
authority,” which they see as self-determination, competence, independence, knowledge, choice,
and action. Personal authority lends to reciprocal empowerment in social interaction as one uses
mutual interests, self-confidence, and respect for others to discuss or negotiate an issue or actions
to be taken. This is an important feminist approach to holding power without controlling others,
to being empowered by personal authority and the ability to negotiate knowledge with others.
Sonja Foss and Cindy Griffin, too, theorize about non-patriarchal forms of communication
in relation to power, arguing that traditional definitions of rhetoric as persuasive is too
domineering to be feminist (1-3). From this perspective, knowledge employed to persuade women
to make particular medical decisions is authoritative and paternalistic. Foss and Griffin propose
“invitational rhetoric” as an alternative, which is an invitation for mutual understanding of each
other and the issue at hand, simply presenting a point of view without denigrating others and
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listening to others in turn, with no purpose of changing others’ perspectives and without
rhetorically adapting to persuade the audience (5-12). Related to women’s healthcare experiences,
offering perspectives may be akin to offering options or alternatives, and listening to others’
perspectives may be related to validating women’s wishes and preferences. In any case, Foss and
Griffin suggest that persuasion isn’t necessarily a feminist goal for communicative situations, and
that mutual understanding works as an alternative feminist goal. Again, it is clear that information
is integral to feminist principles of choice and agency. Marika Seigel’s work, bridging feminism and
technical communication, analyzes the difference between pregnancy manuals that provide
“functional access” over “critical access” to the medical-technological system of prenatal care (14).
She argues that for these manuals to provide critical access to users, they must come to value
women’s agentive decision-making and the information-exchange that will allow them to make
decisions.
Finally, Philippa Spoel’s article on informed choice in midwifery develops the relationship
between information and choice. The foundation of her ideas is that choice itself is a “womencentred, feminist mode of health-care communication” (Spoel 2). Significantly, she makes a
distinction between the dominant biomedical discourse on “informed consent” and the more
feminist and free exchange of information that can lead to “informed choice” (3, 5, 7). Spoel
discusses The College of Midwives of Ontario’s definition of informed choice as “a decisionmaking process which relies on a full exchange of information in a non-urgent, nonauthoritarian,
co-operative setting” (qtd. in Spoel 1). Overall, her article presents an important discussion of how
informed choice relates to knowledge systems and communication practices that value women’s
power to make decisions on their own behalf. It would appear that those women whose right to
choose was usurped during reproductive health experiences did not have enough access to
discursive spaces that held feminist principles of reciprocal empowerment, invitational rhetoric,
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critical access, and informed choice. These characteristics may be the ingredients for a feminist
discursive space that supports women’s embodied autonomy and rhetorical agency.

Overview of Remaining Chapters
Current literature makes connections between knowledge systems about women’s
reproductive health and women’s ability to make choices about their bodies. It also examines
feminist ways of exchanging information within dominant or non-dominant discourses on
women’s reproductive health. This review of the literature establishes that women’s agency in
reproductive experiences is often closely connected to the available discursive spaces and whether
those spaces support their agency.
RHM’s treatment of these issues has led me to ask about how women construct their
agency in narratives after experiencing a loss of embodied power during traumatic childbirth
experiences. This thesis seeks to explore how the visual-discursive space in which these narratives
are shared interacts with feminist values. Thus, my research questions ask: How do women
interpret and express their rhetorical agency when describing traumatic birth experiences? To what
extent and how does Exposing the Silence function as a feminist discursive space that amplifies
those birth narratives? How does one creator of the website interpret her co-construction of the
rhetorical space?
The following chapter will discuss the exigence of this project, the research site of Exposing
the Silence, and my method of rhetorical analysis. The third chapter details my findings. My
rhetorical analysis concludes that there is a dyadic relationship between embodied autonomy and
rhetorical agency while women negotiate power constructs during their traumatic obstetric
experiences. When their rhetorical agency is diminished, so is their embodied autonomy. While
they assert rhetorical agency during the traumatic experience, loss of agency is the main reason for
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their feelings of trauma. However, they work to re-assert rhetorical agency by sharing their
narratives in the discursive space. The discursive space of the website is feminist because it
promotes the rhetorical agency of its users and provides the opportunity for its users to assert and
socially construct that agency. Finally, the concluding chapter will discuss my project’s
contributions to the rhetoric of health and medicine and the questions it leaves unanswered.
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CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY

Personal and Social Exigence
Learning about the circumstances that inhibit women’s autonomy during pregnancy and
childbirth inspired my thesis project. I encountered these ideas for the first time when I read
Koerber and Owens’ scholarship in a course on the rhetoric of health and medicine. I then began
to explore those ideas outside of rhetoric studies by “following” nonprofit and social justice
organizations online, especially Improving Birth and Birth Monopoly. It was through these sources
that I discovered the Exposing the Silence Project and my passion for addressing the embodied,
lived experiences of women in addition to the rhetorical and semiotic dimensions of those
experiences. Kim Hensley Owens’ study of the ways women write and constitute childbirth was an
especially strong influence on my approach to this project as I seek to emulate and add to her
scholarship.
Although I do not plan on being pregnant or birthing children, I care about these
circumstances because they represent an egregious site of injustice against women. Caroline
Ramazanoglu explains that “feminist research is politically for women; feminist knowledge has
some grounding in women’s experiences” (Ramazanoglu 16). I have chosen this topic in hopes of
strengthening and supporting the voices of those women who participated in the Exposing the
Silence project. I hope that this support will extend to all women who have struggled to maintain
their autonomy and garner respect from others in healthcare situations.
Erin Frost, who is worried about the decreasing number of technical communication
studies that work with feminist theories and methods, proposes “apparent feminism” as a “space
for interrogating the purposes, goals, biases, and implications of technical communication as seen
through the lenses of gender studies and feminisms” (6, 10). Apparent feminism, she explains, is
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“a methodology that seeks to recognize and make apparent the urgent and sometimes hidden
exigencies for feminist critique of contemporary technical rhetorics. It encourages a response to
social justice exigencies […] recognizes a diversity of credible (and biased) perspectives while valuing
embodiment and interrogating the way that bodies—especially female bodies—are represented”
(Frost 5). While her ideas are directed rather specifically to technical communicators, she also
expresses the interdisciplinary potential of apparent feminism, especially in connection to the field
of rhetoric (12, 15). This can apply to my thesis project in the rhetoric of health and medicine
especially in respect to the goal of apparent feminism to “mak[e] more apparent the need for
feminist interventions” (Frost 11). Frost contends that because feminist exigencies are often
viewed as not persuasive, biased, “hysterical or hostile,” there is a great need for apparent feminism
as a methodology that demonstrates the exigence for feminist intervention, that “reassert[s] the
relevance of and need for feminist perspectives in contemporary social politics” (Frost 12, 14). My
analysis of Exposing the Silence was inspired by this type of exigence. I saw a need to acknowledge
a feminist counter-discourse and even to identify the medicalized discourses that work against
these feminist perspectives. I’m especially interested in validating the embodied experiences shared
on Exposing the Silence and supporting the actions that will need to be taken, the changes that
will need to be made, to improve the way women are treated in healthcare. In that way, my thesis
project aims to make feminist exigencies more apparent.
In addition, I hope my project will contribute to feminist scholarship that justifies
experience as representation of reality. Susan Wells, for example, analyzes how Our Bodies,
Ourselves accounts for women’s embodied experiences as equal to and even more accurate than
medicalized notions of women’s bodies (3-4). Ramazanoglu explains that “while feminists have
taken different positions on whether some knowledge claims are better founded than others, they
have tried to resituate issues of validity by grounding feminist knowledge in women’s experience”
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(58) and producing a “better story,” or more valid connections between ideas, experience, and
reality (49-50). Of course, because “experiences are always interpreted, expressed in language and
given meanings,” feminist researchers rarely see the connections made among theory, experience,
and reality to be certain truths (Ramazanoglu 42-43). Sandra Harding writes about this in her
article “Whose Standpoint Needs the Regimes of Truth and Reality?” Harding argues that
“modernist assumptions about truth and reality” conflict with her multicultural and
poststructuralist approach to feminist standpoint theory because modernism doesn’t account for
“differences between knowers nor of the cultural constitution of knowledge” (382-383). Different
representations of reality, she points out, can be simultaneously accurate, and looking at ideology
through a poststructuralist lens helps to interpret those constituted realities (Harding 383-384).
Harding writes that “distinctive gender, class, race, or cultural positions in social order provide
different opportunities and limitations for ‘seeing’” and thus are “always socially situated” (384).
Exposing the Silence certainly presents a situated point of view, but feminist standpoint theory
allows that positionality to be valid and worth understanding.
Natasha Jones, in her article on human-centered design, narrative inquiry, and issues of
silence and voice explains that “silence can function as a way to question (or not consider at all)
certain types of knowledge and collective experiences. In this way, silence and voice are also
intimately connected to the idea of knowledge legitimization (i.e., whose knowledge do we value,
whose knowledge do we seek and solicit, and whose opinions do we include)” (478-489). As my
literature review demonstrates, authoritative knowledge is not often granted to women, especially
women positioned as patients during reproductive healthcare experiences. I seek to amplify their
voices as they share narratives about those experiences so that it may become clearer how they are
being treated and action is more likely to be taken to improve those conditions. I understand the
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narratives constructed by women like those on Exposing the Silence as expressions of embodied
truths and should be validated in academic research.

Research Site: Exposing the Silence
American Childbirth: Exposing the Silence is a project that aims to provide a “platform”
for women to share their “experiences, in a society that often cannot hear what women say about
childbirth” (Askins and Pascucci, “Project”). They aim for this platform to empower women by
giving them a chance to be heard: “It’s time to meet these women and document their stories. It’s
time for women to feel validated in their feelings and experiences. […] It’s time for women to feel
confident in speaking out about their trauma during childbirth” (Askins and Pascucci, “Project”).
The purpose of exposing this silence is to influence the dominant discourse on women’s obstetric
experiences, to affect change in real decision making: “It’s time for the general public to be aware
that obstetric violence is a very real and serious issue in the United States. […] It’s time for the legal
system to take these cases seriously and consider them viable in a court of law. It’s time for the
maternity care system to drastically change the way pregnant and birthing women are perceived
and treated” (Askins and Pascucci, “Project”).
Maria Novotny’s research exemplifies the ways in which scholarly explorations of the
rhetoric of health and medicine can merge with activist projects about people’s experiences with
health and medicine. Novotny uses a queer phenomenological approach to infertility to
understand how biopower constructs “the infertile body as an abnormal body” (Novotny,
“Research”). She argues that “acknowledging such systematic discourse embedded within a health
diagnosis mobilizes interventional action by allowing for new narratives, new discourses to account
for the embodied realities of an infertility diagnosis, which often go unnoticed when operating as
an extension of biomedicine” (Novotny, “Research”). The health intervention project to which she
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contributed, The ART of Infertility, is an “art, oral history and portraiture project” that “showcases
the multimodal work of infertile individuals” (Novotny, “Community Engagement”; Novotny,
“Research”). By sharing these “stories of infertility,” the project aims to “break the silence” about
living with infertility, an often “invisible disease,” to “build a sense of community,” “bring
awareness,” “and help support those living with infertility” (Novotny, “Community Engagement”;
Art of Infertility; Walker). Her project’s effort to expose people’s health stories using multimodal
and visual rhetoric in order to construct new discourses is echoed in other projects like Exposing
the Silence.
Because such sites lend themselves to exploring feminist discursive space and issues of
power and agency in women’s reproductive healthcare, my thesis centers on an analysis of the
Exposing the Silence Project. This project was created by Cristen Pascucci, who works for the
advocacy organizations Improving Birth and Birth Monopoly, and Lindsay Askins, a professional
photographer and doula. Askins and Pascucci travelled the country to photograph and ask
volunteers three questions about their childbirth experience—“What was traumatic about your
baby’s birth? What happened if you tried to tell people about it? How are you taking your power
back?” (Askins and Pascucci, “About”). The gallery-style website features photographs chosen by
the participants along with an excerpt of their interview responses. The project’s webpage shares
the legal definition of obstetric violence as “‘…the appropriation of the body and reproductive processes
of women by health personnel, which is expressed as dehumanized treatment, an abuse of medication,
and to convert the natural processes into pathological ones, bringing with it loss of autonomy and the
ability to decide freely about their bodies and sexuality, negatively impacting the quality of life of
women’” (Askins and Pascucci, “Project,” my italics). The project’s focus on obstetric violence
highlights a circumstance in women’s healthcare strongly connected to women’s agency and ability
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to choose, to power dynamics and struggles between birthing women and dominant medical values
and the health professionals who uphold them.
I understand the platform this project creates as a “feminist discursive space” as it is treated
by Amy Koerber. Koerber argues the most potential for agency comes from the creation of a
“feminist discursive space” in which women can comprehend themselves as agents and can be
empowered by sharing their embodied experiences (Koerber 131, 143). In her chapter on
“Feminism, Rhetoric, and Breastfeeding,” Amy Koerber argues for a “feminist discursive space” in
which women can, as Hausman writes, “frame their experiences, both as embodied mothers and as
social beings who interact with others in a society that discourages their use of their bodies to feed
their infants” (qtd. in Koerber 131). For Koerber, that women’s experiences are so closely
connected with their bodies is an important part of the feminist voice. Koerber explains that
“when we hear women tell their own stories about their infant-feeding experiences, it is all about
the bodies. It is about bodies that work or do not work, bodies that get scrutinized for public
behavior that some believe should be done in private, bodies that are judged as either pure or
contaminated, and bodies that are told two different truths by society and the medical
establishment” (131). The inextricable link to bodies that Koerber describes also applies to the
experiences women share about childbirth. Since other voices, voices that are not feminist, are not
acknowledging embodied and material experience in this way, Koerber sees feminist discursive
spaces as spaces that will “account more fully for the embodied realities” of breastfeeding and
other reproductive experiences (132). The Exposing the Silence project creates a literal and
symbolic space for women to share their embodied experiences and to rhetorically construct those
experiences. I aim to learn more about what makes this visual-discursive space feminist.
In addition, I understand the interview responses published in this space as birth narratives
collected around a specific theme for a specific purpose. Kim Hensley Owens studies feminist
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rhetorical agency in women’s writing about childbirth, both in birth plans and birth narratives.
She examines “women’s ways of writing childbirth” as “attempts to make their voices heard and to
assert their rhetorical agency” (Owens 1). Drawing on Foucault’s theories, Owens interprets online
birth narratives as “technologies of the self” used to assert their experiences, to “vie for discursive
prominence” (8). As the interview responses published on the Exposing the Silence website are
also women’s discursive assertions of their childbirth experiences, I address them as birth
narratives. Owens observed that conventional genre expectations govern the “birth story,” like
describing timing, progress of labor and pain, the location, and the attendants of the birth (92).
She notes that women may write these stories as a form of catharsis that can assert agency:
“Composing childbirth narratives allows women the opportunity to relive bodily
experience of birth emotionally and psychologically, often allowing them to reassert
rhetorical agency over their births in doing so. The writing mimics, to a certain extent, the
event itself, but in this reproduction, this remediation, the woman herself—rather than her
body, birth attendants, or technology—controls every aspect of the story” (Owens 116).
Because Exposing the Silence organizes birth narratives specifically for the purpose of sharing
experiences with obstetric violence, those stories may not follow established generic conventions,
or may repurpose those conventions. In addition, there are even higher stakes for women who
must “relive bodily experience” of their childbirth and assert control over their story about it.
Thus, there is much to learn from Exposing the Silence about how women constitute their
agency in these narratives about obstetric violence and how the space of the website organizes their
messages. This exploration is limited by the sample of women included on the website as there is
not a wide variety of race, class, age, and other demographic differences. Because this gallery
collection does not give voice to all, my conclusions are not generalized outside of this specific
discursive space. However, this is also useful because it allows me to examine the discourses chosen
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for the website and how that might create a specific narrative in the discursive space, feminist or
otherwise. To learn about the discursive space holistically, rather than analyzing the birth
narratives alone, I will also be interpreting the visual elements of the online gallery, especially the
photographs of the participating women, alongside interview responses from Lindsay Askins, the
professional birth photographer and doula who co-created Exposing the Silence.
My research questions ask:
1. How do women interpret and express their rhetorical agency when describing
traumatic birth experiences? How do they assert agency through their narratives?
How does loss of power affect their rhetorical agency?
2. To what extent and how does Exposing the Silence function as a feminist discursive
space that amplifies those birth narratives? How does a feminist discursive space
interact with the agency of its users?
3. How does one creator of the website interpret her co-construction of the rhetorical
space? How does she understand the narrative of the space?

Rhetorical Analysis
To answer my research questions, I analyze the Exposing the Silence Project rhetorically.
The common analytical lens in the rhetoric of health and medicine (RHM) is rhetorical criticism.
Malkowsi, Scott, and Keränen, in their Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Communication entry, define
the RHM’s use of rhetorical criticism as “the systematic examination of symbolic exchanges
occurring across interactional, institutional, mediated, and public contexts to determine how
individuals and groups create meanings, identities, knowledge, understandings, and courses of
action about health and illness” (4). Burke’s understanding of rhetoric as the “use of language as a
symbolic means of inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols” might
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suggest that rhetorical analysis necessarily involves analyzing persuasive intent (Burke 43). Some
perspectives on RHM emphasize the “analysis of persuasion” as the movement’s key tool
(Malkowski 1, 3). Judy Segal writes that “rhetor is, in the first instance, the persuasive elements in
discourse, and rhetorical analysis is an account of that element” (Segal 5). The Exposing the Silence
project and its participants have the clear persuasive intent of providing ‘silenced’ women with a
platform to speak about their experiences in order to validate those experiences, raise awareness of
the problem, and to ultimately incite changes in law and policy (Askins and Pascucci). Lindsay
Askins, for example, explained during my interview with her that the website includes the
definition of obstetric violence in order to indicate that it is a legitimate phenomenon that should
be validated, a major aim of the website as a whole (Askins). Because the project is contextualized
to the participating women this way, rhetorical analysis allows for a close textual reading in order
to “describe, analyze, interpret, and evaluate the persuasive force of messages” they create and
meanings they make in the narratives and visual elements of the online gallery (Malkowski 11).
Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, in The Rhetorical Act, defines rhetoric as the symbolic means for
influencing one another while “rhetorical act” as an “intentional, created, polished attempt” to
influence “in a given situation with a specific audience on a given issue to achieve a particular end”
(7). The Exposing the Silence project as a whole is a rhetorical act as it is created with a specific
persuasive purpose and intended outcome. The birth narratives may or may not be so intentional.
Both the project as a whole and the individual birth narratives, however, fall into the earlier stages
of Campbell’s progression of rhetorical purposes: creating virtual experience and altering
perception. With the purpose of raising awareness of the phenomena, both aim to make obstetric
violence more perceptible to their audiences, something audiences can imagine, something about
which audiences can form new meaning (Campbell 8-9). The project is equipped to “expand and
shape our experience” with obstetric trauma, “start[ing] a process that may alter perceptions” about
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it (Campbell 8, 10). The project does not focus on explaining the phenomena, does not give “a
persuasive, intellectually satisfying explanation” about why it happens, and therefore does not
proceed to Campbell’s later stages in the progression of rhetorical purposes: formulating belief,
initiating action, or maintaining action (Campbell 10-14). As the project’s existence is so closely
connected to the idea that women’s voices are not currently being heard, the project works to give
validity to the problem. In an interview, Askins described mainstream media as a prominent
intended audience she and Cristen Pascucci had in mind (Askins). Thus, they do not have a very
specific audience to persuade to change beliefs or take action; rather, they create narratives for
themselves, to share with each other, and to grab the attention of those currently outside the
discursive space.
Because Exposing the Silence has these preliminary persuasive aims of creating virtual
experience and altering perception, analyzing the persuasive aims themselves or their success is not
as useful as analyzing the way they attempt to achieve those aims. My thesis explores how Exposing
the Silence constitutes the experience of birth trauma, how the project communicates that
experience, but not in terms of traditional conceptions of persuasion. Sonja Foss and Cindy
Griffin, in their article “Beyond Persuasion: A Proposal for an Invitational Rhetoric,” expand
rhetorical theory by suggesting that understanding rhetoric as persuasion is a patriarchal
perspective because changing, akin to controlling, people and situations is an act of power and
even domination over “the perspectives and knowledge of those” listening (1-3). While labelling
the attempt to rhetorically influence another’s perspective as inherently controlling, disrespectful,
or superior seems like a simplification, Foss and Griffin’s ideas are still highly relevant, especially
their notion of an alternative rhetoric, which they understand as built upon feminist principles of
equality, immanent value, and self-determination (4). What they call “invitational rhetoric” is an
invitation for mutual understanding of each other and the issue at hand, simply presenting a point
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of view without denigrating others and listening to others in turn, with no purpose of changing
others’ perspectives and without rhetorically adapting to persuade the audience (Foss and Griffin
5-12).
The Exposing the Silence project certainly aims to change perspectives, but I wish to focus
on the tools they use to achieve such change: sharing narratives in a multimodal online space.
Rather than only examining the persuasive intent of the rhetors surrounding the project, my
rhetorical analysis aims to understand the perspectives those rhetors put forth, the meaning they
make as they present their stories rhetorically. I focus on rhetoric as meaning-making, as
constitutive, rather than as persuasion. Kim Hensley Owens views birth narratives as stories that
“organize experience” to make it “knowable,” that allow everyday women to amplify their voices
(12-13). Owens, whose study also explored women’s constituting of experience, explains that
“because experience can be shared—translated and interpreted—only through language, experience
itself can be understood, broadly speaking, as rhetorical. […] It is the inquiry into that subjectconstitution that is significant for humanities scholars” (11-12). I seek to understand, then, the
meaning ascribed to the experience of traumatic birth. The rhetorical communication produced by
the Exposing the Silence project is constitutive rhetoric, “not just a tool of persuasion” but also a
way to constitute perceptions (Palczewski 8). Like Owens, I draw from Martin Nystrand and John
Duffy’s definition of rhetoric as “the ways that individuals and groups use language to constitute
their social realities, and as a medium for creating, managing, and resisting ideological meanings”
(qtd. in Owens 14). For this reason, I use rhetorical analysis to study symbolic patterns in women’s
statements and the website’s use of photographs to understand the way they constitute their
traumatic births and their own agency and to understand the discursive space’s construction of
traumatic birth and agency. My rhetorical analysis is intertextual in nature as I read the narratives
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alongside their larger discursive space, the intent of the women who created Exposing the Silence,
and the realities of reproductive healthcare and reproductive health.
Rhetorical Listening and Narrative Inquiry as Feminist Method
As my purpose in choosing this thesis project is partly to contribute something feminist to
academia, it stands out to me as especially important that my rhetorical analysis is informed by a
feminist theoretical framework. In addition to viewing Exposing the Silence through the lens of
invitational rhetoric, I employ rhetorical listening and narrative inquiry as frameworks for feminist
rhetorical analysis.
Interested in the intersections between rhetorical and feminist theory, Krista Ratcliffe
proposes rhetorical listening as “a trope for interpretive invention,” or “a stance of openness […]
that promotes productive communication” (25). She proposes several approaches to achieving
rhetorical listening as a feasible goal rather than simply an idealistic cause, especially the practice of
listening in order to understand the self and others (27). Rhetorical listening is achieved not when
understanding is perfectly reached, but when the listener acknowledges the rhetorical negotiation
it takes to reach understanding and employs rhetorical listening as “one means of that negotiation”
(Ratcliffe 27, 29). Rather than being idealistic, this approach stands as “strategic idealism” because
the difficulty is recognized and the listener takes that into account as they listen (Ratcliffe 28). The
listener attempts to understand by “standing under, that is, consciously standing under discourses
that surround us and others while consciously acknowledging all our particular—and very fluid—
standpoints” (Ratcliffe 28). In analyzing others’ discourse, I act as a rhetorical listener by being
accountable for my position as researcher and the power I might have in that position and
therefore interpreting cautiously (32). I listen not only for what I expect to hear, or for agreements
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I share with the speakers, but I “analyze discursive convergences and divergences” so that I can
understand across differences and commonalities (33).
In essence, rhetorical listening is listening “with the intent to receive, not master,
discourses” (Ratcliffe 34). Rhetorical listening as a feminist mode of rhetorical analysis, then,
frames my approach to listening to the birth narratives and holistic discursive space in order to
understand how women construct meaning and how they rhetorically constitute agency. As a
person who has a distinct dislike of being misinterpreted or having my words or sentiments
misrepresented, I have to sit with my discomfort about accidentally doing the same to the people
who voiced their experiences on Exposing the Silence. Rhetorical listening is a framework I use to
think about how I can avoid misunderstanding their words as much as possible. Despite the
dangers of the rhetorical negotiation it takes to reach understanding, it is worth the difficulty and
the possible mistakes. Owens argues that it is important to expose birth stories because they have
historically been silenced and because they help rhetoricians understand the “everyday rhetorics of
health and medicine,” or the voices of laypeople (14-15). I add that the birth narratives on
Exposing the Silence are also important to listen to because they help rhetoricians understand the
role of a feminist discursive space in amplifying those everyday rhetorics. Finally, if my own project
amplifies their voices, my analysis can increase the likelihood that material change will develop as a
result of their shared experiences.
Narrative inquiry, too, helps me frame my method of analysis in a feminist intent,
especially in terms of voice and silence. Natasha Jones explores how narrative inquiry can be
framed as a feminist research perspective in her article on social justice and human-centered
design. She discusses how issues of silence and voice in narrative, which are important
considerations from the feminist perspectives, can inform design (Jones 472). Jones explains that
promoting the voice of marginalized or oppressed groups is an inherently feminist- and social
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justice-based goal because “allowing a space for voice eliminates oppressive silences” (477-478). She
also contends that the ability to express one’s voice is an important means of exercising agency and
that allowing others to share their voice is a means of amplifying agency (473). Because promoting
agency in others creates the potential to overcome oppression, Jones defines the act of providing
space for others’ agency as a feminist cause, as feminist perspectives often consider issues of silence
and voice, power and agency (474, 478). In particular, “storytelling provides a space for
participants to enact agency” because they are better able to control the narrative (Jones 480).
Narrative inquiry, then, which “privileges experience as an epistemology and valuable data
about how individuals interact with the world around them” is a “method of collecting, analyzing,
and reporting data” that focuses on giving research participants voice and agency (Jones 479-480).
This qualitative research method aims to fully understand a participants’ narratives and
experiences while accounting for the “co-constructions of the meaning of narratives by the
participant and researcher” (Jones 479-480). Jones explains that the essence of narrative inquiry, of
understanding (or rhetorically listening to) another’s experience, rests in Clandinin and Connelly’s
five dimensions of interpreting narratives:
“Inward: ‘toward the internal conditions, such as feelings, hopes, aesthetic reactions, and
moral disposition’;
Outward: ‘toward the existential conditions, that is the environment’;
Backward and Forward: ‘temporality—past, present, and future’;
Place: ‘attends to the specific concrete physical and topological boundaries of inquiry
landscapes’” (qtd. in Jones 480).
These are schemes that I will bear in mind as I rhetorically analyze the birth narratives on Exposing
the Silence.
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As a feminist researcher analyzing a social justice project that so plainly wishes to amplify
the rhetorical agency of its participants, I must also be able to analyze that project in ways that
amplify the participants’ voices and agency. By using rhetorical listening and narrative inquiry to
guide my interpretation of those participants’ perspectives, I aim to give their own words and
ideas, their voices and experiences, the power to constitute meaning. Rhetorical listening and
narrative inquiry calls on me to acknowledge my own positionality, to scrutinize my own
narratives, in attempt to separate them from the narratives I analyze. From this perspective, for
example, I can acknowledge my own strong distrust of medical authorities and institutions without
assuming the same such worldviews, opinions, biases, or stances in the narratives I interpret (Jones
482).

Figure 1. Askins, Lindsay and Cristen Pascucci. “Gallery.” Exposing the Silence Project, 2017. www.exposingthesilenceproject.com
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Subjects of Analysis and Limitations
Birth Narratives and Online Gallery
As described above, I analyze each individual birth narrative rhetorically for the language,
themes, and overall meanings it communicates about obstetric violence, agency, and the sharing of
experience. As a feminist project that is meant to address issues of voice and silence it’s important
to acknowledge that the lack of diversity between the women who shared narratives on Exposing
the Silence means that some voices are still privileged over others, still have the opportunity of
being amplified more than others.
My rhetorical analysis doesn’t study the participating women’s narratives alone because I
see the meaning produced by the project as a whole as inextricably linked to the meaning created
in each individual’s birth narrative. I also contextualize the birth narratives, then, in the discursive
space of the Exposing the Silence project. I gain perspective on meaning-making in the birth
narratives by analyzing the context in which they were published: the project’s website. The
“Gallery” page of the website includes a collection of photographs of the participating women
through which the user can scroll (See Figure 1). If the user hovers their mouse over a picture, the
participant’s name appears over the photograph. When the user clicks on a photograph, the
picture is enlarged and shows quotes of varying lengths that were shared by the participating
women (See Figure 2). These excerpts are only a small part of interviews that lasted at least 45
minutes; they were carefully chosen or approved by the woman who shared the narrative. The user
may continue to scroll through the gallery or may click through each enlarged photo in a
sequential order.
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Notably, the photographs are presented in black and white. Some pictures feature the
woman alone, some with her child, and one with her significant other. Some women are sitting in
their photograph and some standing. Some are at home and some are in a public space. Some are
looking at the camera and some looking off (See Figure 3). None of the photographed women
have wide smiles, either open- or closed-mouthed, though some still appear to be smiling while
others look neutral or ambiguous. These photographs, including the simple black and white design
of the webpages themselves, will be part of my visual-rhetorical analysis of the holistic discursive
space.

Figure 2. Askins, Lindsay and Cristen Pascucci. “Gallery: Meghan.” Exposing the Silence Project, 2017.
www.exposingthesilenceproject.com/#/meghanc/
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Figure 3. Askins, Lindsay and Cristen Pascucci. “Gallery: Renee.” Exposing the Silence Project, 2017.
www.exposingthesilenceproject.com/#/renees/

I also take into account the explicit messages about the project—and thus the discursive
space Askins and Pascucci wanted to create—shared on the “About” and “Project” pages of the
website. The information shared on those pages includes statistics about obstetric violence; a brief
description of how Askins and Pascucci collected the interview responses and what questions they
asked the participants; short bios for the co-creators; a description of the project’s goals to help
women’s stories of the “loss of basic human rights” to be listened to and to expose an issue that is
often silenced; a picture of the co-creators and a quote from each on the aims of the project and
what it means to them personally; and the legal definition of obstetric violence (Askins and
Pascucci). There is also a “Participate” page of the website that speaks to participants, describing
the project’s aims, fees, what to expect on the interview day, invitation to contact Askins and
Pascucci with questions, and the refund policy (Askins and Pascucci).
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Interview with Askins
I reached out to Cristen Pascucci and Lindsay Askins through the “Contact” function of
the Exposing the Silence website. I described my personal and academic interest in their project
and asked if they would be willing to answer questions about it (to read the full email, see
Appendix A). Askins replied that she would be happy to participate in an interview. Interviewing
just one of the two co-creators is, of course, a limitation on my findings about how they positioned
or wanted to position the discursive space of the project. However, because Askins conducted
interviews with project participants in addition to being responsible for the photography, she
provides a revealing look into the thought process behind the final website.
First, I asked questions about the project’s aims, whether those goals changed, how the
interview questions were chosen, the intended audiences for the project, what she wanted users of
the website to experience, and more. I also asked questions about practical aspects of the project,
such as how the participants were recruited, whether interviewees said more than is featured on
the website, and how the narratives are organized on the website. I used a program to record the
Skype conversation, Callnote, which proved to be a limitation on my data collection as the
recording was not perfectly clear. There were moments in the recording where audio was skipped.
Though I took notes after the interview to help me recall everything Askins said, this limited my
ability to collect direct quotes.
Because I am aware that my analysis of the birth narratives is limited by lack of additional
access to the Exposing the Silence participants, I asked questions to understand how Askins herself
interprets the participants’ thoughts, feelings, or goals and how she interprets themes in their
responses. Finally, I asked questions to help me understand Askins’ point of view on the visualdiscursive space of the website. I asked her about her photography choices and about how the
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project as a whole invites users to think about obstetric violence and the people who have
experienced it. For a complete list of interview questions, see Appendix B.
Process of Rhetorical Analysis
To interpret patterns in language and meaning in the individual birth narratives and the
larger Exposing the Silence online site, I made a list of interpretive possibilities that were on my
mind before reading the narratives. That included concepts I’d learned from other academic
studies—discussed in this thesis—about rhetoric, principles of feminist communication, agency, and
birth narratives themselves. Rather than limiting my open-mindedness, this helped me
acknowledge my preconceptions and prior knowledge so that I could both use those and set those
aside. By making note of theories on my mind, I was better able to account for my co-construction
of the narratives that comes necessarily from the fact that I read their narratives while focused on
answering a specific research question. That helped me acknowledge that I may miss messages they
communicate that are outside the scope of what I was analyzing for and that not all the meanings I
noticed would be relevant to my exploration of agency and feminist discursive space.
First, I read all the narratives on the website in the order they are presented so that I could
experience them in the context in which they were published. I logged my initial thoughts as I
read. For example, I noticed that many of the participants’ narratives described the lasting
consequences of the traumatic experience and that some explicitly justified themselves for speaking
about it. Next, I compiled the narratives along with their corresponding photographs onto a
Microsoft Word document so I could note patterns in language and message more systematically
by highlighting the text and taking notes in the margins. While I made this first pass through the
data, I made note of patterns as they appeared. For example, I noticed that many narratives
addressing feelings of being a bad mother or a “broken mother” because of what happened to
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them. My preconceptions about agency influenced what I noticed as, for example, I noted varying
types of “change” in the narratives, like a change in someone’s perception or an assertion that
something should change. This process revealed some unexpected themes like how much the
women were responding to expected audience perceptions.
In addition, as I analyzed, I worked to apply Clandinin and Connelly’s five dimensions of
interpreting narratives (inward, outward, backward and forward, and place) (Jones 480). I paid
special attention to the feelings and sentiments being expressed in the narratives, the material
conditions they describe and how they react to those, and the temporal nature of both of those
elements (how did they feel at the time and how do they feel now? How did they react to the
material circumstances at the time and what is their attitude about that reaction now? What agency
did they employ then and what now? How do they interpret their own power then and now?).
In order to exercise rhetorical listening while interpreting the narratives, I needed to
acknowledge the rhetorical negotiation it takes to truly understand another person and their
meaning (Ratcliffe 27, 29). Bearing this in mind helped me move past knee-jerk interpretations of
narratives, especially when I found myself feeling at odds with the narrator. Kathryn’s narrative, for
example, describes the way one son’s death allowed another to live after her disastrous birth
outcome (Kathryn). My initial reaction was to feel that placing meaning or purpose on his death
took blame away from the providers who hadn’t given adequate care; however, without stifling my
own perceptions, I was able to move past them and continue a more honest and rigorous analysis
of her narrative, which revealed much more nuance to her message. Thus, I was accountable for
my position as a researcher and the power I could have to misinterpret and misrepresent these
women (Ratcliffe 32). Similarly, after carefully examining the photos provided alongside the
narratives, I decided to be cautious with my interpretation and not to make any certain claims
about their facial expressions and body language. I recognize the difficulty in understanding how
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their faces and physical stances construct the discursive space of the website when I can’t be sure
whether I’ve correctly interpreted those elements. Especially without knowing them personally, it
can be near impossible to determine whether their facial expressions are sad, defeated, resolute,
contemplative, or neutral. I therefore decided only to interpret them as “not happy” and “not
content.”
After this first pass through the data, I looked back at the patterns I noted and re-defined,
combined, eliminated, or added to them as needed. I then began to outline my findings and select
specific instances in the data to include in my explanation of results. I thought especially about
how my findings relate to rhetorical agency. Keeping in mind my goal to use narrative inquiry as a
framework that informs my method of analysis, I made sure to include numerous relevant quotes
from the narratives in my report of findings (Jones 480). Because narrative inquiry theorizes stories
as a method for controlling a narrative and therefore enacting agency, I wanted to feature those
stories as much as possible so that my thesis amplifies their voices rather than co-opts them.
During the interview with Askins, I focused on what she was saying and asking follow-up
questions, but couldn’t help being immediately struck by how clearly she and Cristen had made
choices based on amplifying the stories women were sharing with them, like choosing black and
white pictures in order to focus the photograph on the participants’ faces. After the interview, I
took notes on my thoughts, reflecting on what Askins had said especially in terms of agency and
discursive space; for example, it struck me that because participants were recruited by word of
mouth, those in the discursive space truly called upon each other to expand the space and thus
worked to define who and which stories belonged in it. To analyze the interview responses further,
I listened to the recording a couple of times and copied quotes and took my own notes on what
was said onto a document with the interview questions typed on it; this gave me a visual
representation of the structure of the interview, which helped me organize my thoughts. This
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helped me articulate, for example, that women calling upon each other to join the discursive space
in order to effect change is an act of socially constructed agency.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rhetorical Agency and Embodied Power
After coding the birth narratives, I discovered four significant patterns:
1. Though individual narratives may communicate unique messages, there are significant
patterns in the meaning they made about their experiences. First, they illustrate that a lack
of consent and autonomy during the birthing experience was a central factor in their
feelings of trauma. Second, they assert that the lack of humane treatment—respect,
empathy, kindness—during their birthing experience was also a central factor in their
feelings of trauma. Third, they communicate that these feelings of trauma have
consequences of making their role and strength as a mother feel broken and of making
them feel that they were robbed of an essential life experience.
2. Their narratives reveal that even during the traumatic experience, they were able to assert
some level of choice-making, whether or not the woman frames that choice-making as such
in her narrative. By seeking knowledge, presenting resistance, and making painful choices,
they show that they exercised as much power as possible even during their most
disempowered moments.
3. They assert rhetorical agency in several concrete ways as they share their narratives on
Exposing the Silence. First, they do so by purposefully responding to expected audience
perceptions in order to change those perceptions. Second, they explicitly name the changes
they want to see in how women are treated in these circumstances. Third, they
demonstrate change in their own perceptions and attitudes toward the experience they
had. Fourth, they assert their own interpretations of the circumstances in their narratives,
especially counter-norm interpretations.
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4. By identifying with each other, by working toward common goals of women’s autonomy
and respect for birthing women, and by promoting each other’s rhetorical agency, the
participants form a discursive space and contribute to defining it as a feminist discursive
space.
In the following sections, I discuss each of these major findings and what can be learned
about agency from them.
Diminished Autonomy is Source of Trauma
Although Askins and Pascucci asked the participants three main questions—“What was
traumatic about your baby’s birth? What happened if you tried to tell people about it? How are you
taking your power back?”—the women who participated in this project most often seem to be
describing why their experience was traumatic (Askins and Pascucci, “About”). I found that the
majority of the narratives focus on explicitly or implicitly answering that question: 16 of the 64
narratives use the word “trauma” itself while many others chose words like “horrific” instead. All
but one narrative focus on illustrating, in one way or another, what was so bad about the
experience, what should have been different, or how it makes them feel (that one narrative instead
focuses exclusively on answering the other two interview questions). I therefore focused a great
deal on interpreting what they were communicating about why that experience was traumatic or
horrific. A prominent meaning made in their narratives is that the trauma was induced by their
lack of consent or power during the experience.
Lack of Consent is Traumatic
Indeed, 55 of 64 women explained that or how they didn’t have consent, control, or power
during their experience. Most of those narratives make clear connections between that lack of
consent or power and the negative consequences they felt: “They backed me into a corner and
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used the fears I had expressed to manipulate me into agreeing […] Eight years later, I still do not
feel like I consented at all – and to this day, the negative, traumatic effects linger” (Laney, CO).
Lupe’s narrative, too, reveals the clear connection between lack of autonomy and feelings of
trauma: “When I went to see my doctor pregnant with my second child, I told her about my first
baby’s birth....how horrific it was, the complete loss of control and autonomy, the lack of consent,
the fact that I was ASLEEP FOR TWO DAYS post-partum and missed the first hours of my baby’s
life... As she read my chart to figure out what happened, she tells me, ‘Your chart says: ‘PATIENT
ELECTED CESAREAN’’” (Lupe, TX). Lupe clearly illustrates the pains she was caused by having
no part is choosing those medical interventions and learning that her birth attendants had even
lied about her consent. She also serves as an example of how women in the narratives illustrate the
harmful effects of lacking control or power, rather than illustrating lacking “consent.” Some
women discuss this lack of power in terms of doctors who took action without seeking the consent
that women have a legal right to or who took action against their explicit or implicit refusal.
Others discuss it in terms of feeling that they were not a part of their own birth process and that
they were not able to make choices about their bodies. This is a subtle difference, but it indicates
that some women focus on their feelings of lack of control, while others focus on the legal injustice
of not having informed consent. Richelle, for example, presents some of her narrative like a legal
case: “My case illustrates how refusal of prior consent related to birth procedures is abused”
(Richelle, CO).
As is illustrated in Lupe’s complaint about being asleep for two days post-partum, not being
actively involved in the birth or able to connect with their child, not being able to “be there” for
their newborn baby, are significant factors in their feelings of trauma. Meredith illustrates this
feeling of passivity well: “I was, like, the eighth person to hold my baby. That was the most
traumatic part for me. What the heck just happened and why did everyone else get to hold her
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before me? I had to watch this young nurse washing her with my husband... I was just lying there.
Watching” (Meredith, PA). Meredith is describing a disconnected feeling from her baby and from
her role as a mother. I interpret her meaning to be that she felt like her role as a mother wasn’t
valued, like she had been a vessel to push out her baby and that’s all. It was “traumatic” because
she wasn’t granted any power or control over the situation, forced to watch passively instead of
participating actively. Erika’s narrative, too, demonstrates these three elements as sources of
trauma: lack of consent to the process of birth that medical attendants are putting into motion,
lack of feeling like an active participant in the process, and not being allowed to connect with their
baby as major factors in their feelings of trauma. Erika asserts that her lack of control and the
separation from her baby were not justified or fair: “‘Do you understand you are doing this
without my consent?’ As they are putting needles into my arm, I’m telling them ‘You are doing this
against my will.’ Their response, even as my strong contractions grew faster and I was in active
labor was, ‘I can’t wait all night and we are doing this now.’ Less than an hour later, he was born,
taken from me before I could hold him longer than a minute or two and not returned until almost
three hours later even though he had no complications. I cried every minute and couldn't stop
thinking ‘this isn’t supposed to be like this’” (Erika, NYC).
Drawing from Scott Graham and Amy Koerber’s scholarship, I define agency itself as
personal authority or practical autonomy to make choices and instantiate change. Rhetorical
agency, then, is the discursive, symbolic assertion of that agency. While the women who shared
these narratives assert rhetorical agency during the time of the experience and after, a common
theme in their experience is lack of actual power during the traumatic event. My analysis reveals
that this lack of agency (embodied autonomy) is, in fact, a central factor in what makes their
experiences traumatic in the first place. Consent and autonomy, active participation, achieving
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bonding with their child were all elements of the experience that they expected to be agentive—the
fact that they were not is part of what made the experience so damaging.
An important pattern in their narratives is their explanation of what made them vulnerable
and therefore likely to lose rhetorical agency (or the ability to discursively assert agency). Their
narratives focus on two factors that contributed to quelling their rhetorical agency during the
traumatic experience: not having required knowledge and not having different types of support.
They attribute not knowing at the time whether a medical intervention was necessary or medically
justified as a reason they lost the ability to give consent or make an active decision for themselves.
Megan explains that a lack of knowledge of how she would be treated, her own rights, and how to
assert her choices stopped her from escaping her bad experience: “The c-section, our injuries, her
NICU stay, the separation, the pain; all of this could have been avoided. It didn’t have to happen,
but I didn’t know the magic words that would get them to listen to me. I didn’t know I had
options, I didn’t know their routines or protocol or how things work in the NICU” (Megan, MD).
Many of the participants also emphasized their sense of being alone or of really being alone, of not
having support, that contributed to their lack of consent and power: “When my OB came into the
room, she said to the resident, ‘let me show you how to do this.’ She had precisely chosen a
moment when my husband and doulas were gone when she pressured me into a C-section I did
not want or need. I have healed, but I cannot shake the feeling that I was part of new doctor’s
training [sic] in coercion” (Julie, AZ). The narratives communicate that these were disadvantages to
their rhetorical agency which lead to lack of actual power.
These are all common patterns in many of the narratives, which contributes to the
collective message that lacking consent or autonomy, lacking control or participation in the event,
lacking support and connection to their babies—in essence, lacking autonomy and rhetorical
agency—were major causes of their trauma. Rhetorical agency and practical power are a closely
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connected binary, so it is important to note that these women describe how they affect each other
and describe the traumatic effects of their experience as related to how agency and rhetorical
agency affect each other.
Diminished Rhetorical Agency and Power
A second major factor they attribute to their feelings of trauma is the lack of humane
treatment they received by birth attendants, the lack of empathy or kindness, or the explicit abuse
or unkindness: 36 of the 64 narratives explicitly describe this kind of experience. In this case, they
illustrate that discursive means of reducing their rhetorical agency was closely connected to how
and why they lost agency itself. Brigid shares that: “I was screaming ‘Stop!’ but she kept going. I felt
so small. I didn’t feel like I had the strength to make her stop. I realized then my body wasn’t mine
anymore. Once I checked in, it was theirs” (Brigid, PA). When Brigid says that she felt she didn’t
have the needed strength to stop them, that she felt her body had been forfeited to them when she
checked into the hospital, she is showing us that the abusive way she was treated worked at
silencing her rhetorical agency and therefore her ability to assert her choices and to initiate action
according to her own wishes. These patterns reveal that inhumane treatment was effective at
quelling their rhetorical agency, and that this is closely connected to their actual agency, or the
practical ability to be autonomous. Many of the narratives on Exposing the Silence describe feeling
weak, small, powerless, or alone, describing the feelings that took away rhetorical agency or the
opportunity to be rhetorically agentive, that greatly reduced their ability to make choices and
instantiate change, and that contributed to their feelings of trauma.
There were many layers to the kind of inhumane treatment they described. Most included
physical and verbal abuse, as in Kimberly’s case: “So then after he yelled at me, he cut my vagina
twelve times. Before the episiotomy, the nurse said it’s only going to be a little cut. A little cut
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turned into Dr. Abbassi’s horrific rage against me as a human being” (Kimberly, Reseda, CA).
These descriptions of verbal and physical abuse are always closely connected with lasting feelings of
trauma: “My time at the hospital was exceptionally traumatizing as I had an unconsented
episiotomy for which the obstetrician mocked me about whether I could feel what he was doing or
not” (Richelle, CO). Richelle’s quote also illustrates a subset to being treated inhumanely, which is
being treated like an object and like a child, like a “piece of meat” being “chastised” (Staci, CA;
Christel, NJ). Elizabeth, for example, says that she experienced “days of being treated like a child, a
specimen, and finding that my ‘no’ didn’t mean a thing in the hospital, and that my needs were an
inconvenience” (Elizabeth, VA). Many women describe a feeling of being in an assembly line,
being churned through an automated factory, to illustrate the way the environment treated them
inhumanely in terms of not caring for them like they were human beings with feelings and
intelligence.
Lack of care for their feelings or safety is one way they describe their humanity being
undermined. Lack of trust in their emotional stability, intelligence, and ability to know their own
bodies was another they described. Staci communicates how her birth attendants didn’t trust her
ability to interpret her body’s signals, how they assumed that she was too emotional to accurately
report what her body was feeling, and how that led to negative birth outcomes and feelings of
trauma: “My birth experience could have been far less traumatic if the hospital staff would have
listened to me and trusted that I know when something is not right with my body. I told the nurse
repeatedly in the hours after my son was born that something was not right. The nurse dismissively
said, ‘oh, it’s just the Pitocin’, shrugging my concern off as if I was just an oversensitive patient”
(Staci, CA). Whether the women sharing these narratives realize it or not, they are explaining the
actions taken against them that reduced their rhetorical agency and thus the ability to make
choices and instantiate change in their circumstances. They illustrate that this demeaning of their
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intelligence, adulthood, and indeed their humanity contributed greatly to what made their
experience so traumatic.
They further illustrate that having their rhetorical agency demeaned and their autonomy
suppressed burdened them with feelings of failure and broken-ness: 15 of the 64 narratives
explicitly illustrate such reactions. This shows that outside attempts to disempower them were in
some ways successful, did to some extent rob them of rhetorical agency. Many of the participating
women describe feelings of failure, of having let themselves or others down, because they were not
able to stop the way they were being treated or because they were not able to achieve the birth they
had wanted. Those feelings of failure are usually connected to an assertion about having allowed or
not stopped something that hurt them or went against their wishes. The feeling of failure, then, is
connected to knowing that they lost autonomy, knowing that they lost a battle in which they were
fighting for embodied autonomy and rhetorical agency: “I wanted a natural birth; I wanted my
baby to have the most gentle entrance into the world. I didn’t know what I was up against to give
us both that experience. I felt like we were both broken after his birth” (Nicole, OH). When
Nicole says she felt she and her baby were broken, it seems she means that the breaking was done
to them by those things and people she “was up against” and wasn’t able to defeat.
This use of the word broken, synonyms of it, or more implicit descriptions of it came up in
many of the narratives, which I coded as a “broken mother” metaphor. This feeling was often
described in terms of the woman’s ability to care for her baby after experiencing the traumatic
birth, as though to show how the corruption of her agency carried through to her later role as a
mother: “I don’t even remember the first two weeks of his life... just going through the motions...
leaving the hospital and thinking, ‘How can I take care of a newborn, when I can’t even stand up
without assistance?’ Imagine you’re drowning and someone hands you a baby - that’s how it was. I
could barely take care of myself and I had to take care of a baby” (Katie, MD). Megan symbolizes
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her defeat by choosing the word “walked” and then” hobbled,” and explicitly communicates her
feeling that she had failed to assume the role of mother: “I really started to feel ‘off,’ like I wasn’t
really her mother because I hadn’t been allowed to be. I had walked into that birth center in labor,
happier than I’d ever been. I hobbled out of a hospital and back to another, with a sense of defeat
and emptiness instead of a healthy baby. I’d failed both of us, and we were both suffering because
of it” (Megan, MD).
The narratives on Exposing the Silence compose a clear message that the material and
discursive elements of their experience that made them feel their lack of rhetorical agency was
successful at robbing them of power. Heather describes the way bodies were positioned in the
room and the way her physical vulnerability had negative effect on her rhetorical agency and the
strength of her voice: “It doesn’t matter how much of a voice you have when you’re laying on your
back with a gown that shows everything and this person comes in and stands over you. Your voice
becomes about this big. I mean, I’m pretty feisty, and… it makes you feel really small” (Heather,
AL). Kim writes that “the nursing staff in particular reaffirmed this emotion over and over again,
one nurse even saying to me as she wheeled me to my recovery room after my Cesarean, ‘you know
you’re too young to have a baby...’ And I believed them” (Kim, Riverside, CA). These women
reflect in their narratives in one form or another on the close connection between their rhetorical
agency and actual autonomy. When one was degraded, the other was too. When their autonomy
and humanity was discursively degraded, there was a real effect on their ability to make choices
and instantiate change.
Asserted Rhetorical Agency During Trauma
However, by no means did I discover that they lost all agency during their described
experiences. Many women describe moments of agency when they pushed to make choices even
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from limited options, when they sought knowledge or support to help bolster their rhetorical
agency, or when they explicitly resisted the disciplinary rhetoric against them. Because agency is a
process of creating change, especially in the “status quo,” pushing against the hospital protocols or
discourses is an act of resistance that signifies an expression of agency (Graham 379). Whether an
individual act or “a series of rhetorical events over time,” and whether the sought change is
achieved, resisting authoritative forces is an act of agency (Graham 380; Koerber).
The narratives often display acts of resistance such as explicitly refusing, like saying no to a
cesarean surgery; asking questions, especially about proposed interventions; requesting what they
wanted or needed, like asking for their dilation to be checked; reporting their body’s experience,
like being in pain or not being ready to push; enacting the birth experience they wanted, like
proceeding unmedicated; “complaining” about mistreatment by asking the doctor why something
was done, reporting what happened to a medical provider, or even taking legal action; seeking
support, like hiring a doula before the experience or going to therapy after; and seeking
knowledge, like doing research to support their birth choices before and checking their medical
records after. These moments of resistance to disciplinary power come through clearly in 27 of the
64 narratives; however, it is likely almost all women would exercise at least one of these during,
before, or after the experience, even if they don’t describe it in their narrative excerpts. While
those assertions of agency may not have been successful, or may not have achieved the desired
ends, those are nevertheless agentive actions they took to try and make their own choices and
instantiate change in their environment. I interpret these acts as attempts to boost one’s rhetorical
agency, echoing Molloy’s recuperative ethos. By being acts of autonomy, whether successful or not
at achieving autonomy or power, these actions work to discursively assert rhetorical agency.
Another striking way the women of Exposing the Silence enacted agency during their
experiences was by asserting some level of choice-making, especially by choosing emotionally and
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physically painful options in order to gain an objective. For example, a few women describe
holding back tears or displays of emotion in order to maintain credibility or rhetorical agency.
Others describe feats of strength like holding back from pushing out their baby for long periods of
time. Koerber writes about the possibility of rhetorical agency through choice-making even when
choices are limited (88). She claims that though the agent may still not be able to “escape the grid
of meaning established by disciplinary rhetoric,” that choice-making is an act of resistance to
dominant discourses and therefore is rhetorical agency (95). Often, the narratives describe a great
show of strength in making terrible choices from the limited options available. Kimberly, whose
doctor mutilated her body by repeatedly cutting it without medical reason, expresses that she
wanted to cry, but didn’t; this is a clear assertion of her strength in a moment of disempowerment
(Kimberly, Reseda, CA). Whether Kimberly means to communicate this or not, it stands out as an
act of rhetorical agency.
Heather describes a terrifying experience in which she chooses to hold her body still to
avoid being restrained: “I was lying alone in the operating room without my husband. My arms
flapped, hummingbird quick. I wanted to hug myself. They threatened to tie me down, so I kept
my body in a crucifix. I cried. I vomited. I pleaded with the anesthesiologist to please wipe my
mouth. He pretended not to see” (Heather, CA). Heather clearly had very little choice in those
moments, but she exercised the choices she did have, which is a display of agency even in a time of
extreme disempowerment. Sarah, too, describes a horrifying choice that she nevertheless exercised:
“I could feel the scalpel as it cut through me. Starting from my right hip bone, going all the way
across to my left. The pain was enormous. I could feel my insides being brought outside of my
body. It was horrifying. And the pain... was just unbearable... I tried to tell them I was hurting, but
they didn’t believe me. I went inside myself as much as I could in an attempt to escape it. I knew if
I voiced my pain too loudly, I would be silenced by being put to sleep. And in my head I was
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screaming for them to do exactly that, but I knew if I did I wouldn’t be able to see or hold my
daughter right away. I knew I had to get through this for her. I had to stay awake...” (Sarah,
Harrisburg, PA). Sarah describes a clear loss of power as her report of pain is not believed and she
does not feel safe enough to voice that pain any more. She had limited choices, but she exercised
them. She chose to experience great pain in order to achieve her goal of seeing her daughter. These
brave choices are displays of power during disempowerment, showing that the women of Exposing
the Silence asserted agency during their traumatic experiences even though they lost so much
power.
Asserted Rhetorical Agency After Trauma
After the traumatic experience, women employed strategies of asserting rhetorical agency
through their narratives. Indeed, sharing the narrative in itself is an assertion of rhetorical agency.
Kerschbaum theorizes that agency can be enacted by sharing narratives (64). Owens’ research
found that employing birth plans and narratives was an expression of feminist rhetorical agency as
they worked to discursively reclaim power after it was lost (67-68, 10). Jones argues that because
storytelling allows the teller to control the narrative, doing so “provides a space for participants to
enact agency” (480). Thus, I interpret participation in the Exposing the Silence project as an
assertion of agency in itself.
Making Change
I also argue that their participation in Exposing the Silence is agentive because there is an
explicit aim to make change either in the world or in oneself. Women on Exposing the Silence
often describe the changes they want to see in the healthcare system or in dominant discourses.
Laney, for example, asks the audience to imagine a different narrative than her own. She works to
change perceptions about obstetric violence by contrasting her own experience to what it should
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have been. She calls for this change so that others can have a different story from her own:
“Imagine if the maternity care system in our country actually treated all women, regardless of age,
race, ability, lifestyle choices, appearance or financial status, with respect and dignity... What if care
providers validated our emotions and feelings during one of the vulnerable times in our lives?
What different stories we would have to tell” (Laney, CO).
While few of the narratives explicitly call for change this way, they all seem to be implicitly
asking for change in one way or another because of their choice to join this project and “break the
silence.” For example, they implicitly work to agitate change by placing blame. By claiming that
medical staff unnecessarily violated their legal and human rights, they are placing clear blame and
thus pointing out what needs to change and what others should be warned against so they can
avoid a similar experience. Brittany, for example, encourages women to trust their own strength: “I
feel like people aren’t open enough about pregnancy or realistic about what can happen. But it’s
nothing that you can’t handle. We should embrace the strength we have within us and honor what
we are capable of as women” (Brittany, VA). A few even name specific practitioners or practices,
which places heavier blame by suggesting they deserve to be identified by name, and suggests that
uncomfortable means may need to be used to make change in the system: “Had Dr. Tatiana
Andrews valued me as a woman, capable and willing in making healthy choices for myself and my
child, versus scaring me and forcing me down a path my body and baby were not ready for-- my
family would have had a different introduction to the world!” (Renee P, NY).
The women of Exposing the Silence also aim to make change in themselves: to accept what
happened or be able to live with it, to form or change their perception of what happened, to feel
less alone, and more. Brittany, for example, shows that she had a certain disempowered perception
of her birth experience and that she now takes a different perspective: “I think I tried hard to put
it behind me, to enjoy the present, and not seem saddened by an event I couldn’t change because I
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didn’t want to seem ungrateful” (Brittany, WV). Choosing her perspective in this way, and indeed
changing her perspective, is an act of agency: control over her own narrative and the power to
instantiate change. Sometimes this change can be seen building in the narrative itself: Sarah says,
“I felt like I had no choice. I was powerless” (Sarah, Pittsburgh, PA). In the first line she is less
certain, only “feels like” she had no power. In the next line she asserts more certainty, almost
correcting her previous sentence. As many women express that it can be hard to find validation of
their experience in themselves and others, this ability to build certainty in their narratives is an act
of resistance and thus of agency. Similarly, Jessica uses the narrative to assert her power, strength,
her ability to protect her daughter and be a good mother. She shows that she is working on
changing her perspective and that her efforts are successful: “And for the first year, maybe even a
year and a half, I went through life pretty much convinced she would be better off without me or
with somebody else. And I still try to overcome that. Nobody is taking her away from me” (Jessica,
PA).
Altering Perceptions
In addition to changing their own perspectives, another way that agency is asserted by
sharing narratives is in the discursive attempts to change others’ perceptions. Kerschbaum argues
that agency is situated and negotiated in human interaction, which explains why these women
interact with their expected audience members in order to build their rhetorical agency (63). If one
method of gaining agency is controlling a narrative, the women of Exposing the Silence must assert
their narrative and negotiate that narrative with an imagined audience. Their aims in doing this,
according to Campbell’s progression of rhetorical purposes, is to create a virtual experience for and
alter the perceptions of others (8-9). They often call on the audience to put themselves in the place
of the narrator or to imagine the circumstances they are describing. Some do this by using “you” to
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establish a feeling of shared experience: “When you’re in such a vulnerable state and you have no
control and no power…” (Meghan, NJ) or “Imagine you’re drowning” (Katie, MD). Thus, while
making meaning about their traumatic birth experience, I found that they also constantly respond
to the audience perceptions they imagine their audience might have and work to revise those
perceptions to more closely align with the reality they experienced. 19 of the 64 narratives display
this type of interaction with the audience. There were two main ways that the narrating women
purposefully constructed meaning and directed their audience’s perceptions: establishing warrants
that expect consensus and correcting misconceptions.
They establish warrants and direct the audience to buy into that warrant by phrasing it as
though it has already been accepted. Their warrants are claims that something was an injustice,
something was traumatic, that they deserve more humane treatment, that the change they propose
is right, etc. For example, Leah’s use of “you can see” establishes the warrant that the way women
have been hurt is obvious and obviously not desirable, inviting the audience to already agree: “You
can see the pain and the terror in their eyes when they do talk about it, even years later. You can
see it on their faces” (Leah, MD). Her use of “you” assumes that the audience already agrees,
already sees it, too. Similarly, the succinct quality of Kimberly’s phrases as she describes what
happened to her communicates that the thing is horrible enough that it doesn’t require more
description, that others will already be horrified with her without needing any more persuasion:
“So then after he yelled at me, he cut my vagina twelve times” (Kimberly, Reseda, CA). Her
warrant makes a demand that the audience empathize with her without needing to be persuaded
that she deserves empathy.
The narratives also respond to expected audience perceptions like the impression that the
women are ungrateful for leaving the experience with a healthy baby or without lasting physical
harm. One way they respond to this is to explicitly say or implicitly show that they are grateful, but
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that being grateful is just one response of many: “You can be grateful and appreciative of having a
healthy baby and still be completely traumatized by your birth experience. Being traumatized
doesn’t equal being ungrateful - they are two entirely different things” (Kim, OH). They also
demonstrate the things that don’t deserve gratitude and explicitly justify that they don’t owe
thanks: “He actively pushed my leg to the side and stuck the thing in me. That was the most
traumatizing thing - I had just said ‘no’ and he did it anyway. He said, ‘just stay still!’ I was crying
and I really didn’t want it. I was about to change my mind and she pushed me down. I just cried
into the pillow. I felt so defeated and I felt like I knew what was coming and I had no control over
something that was supposed to be all about me. And it’s almost like we’re not allowed to talk
about it. Because you didn’t die and your baby didn’t die, you should just be happy. As if I should
think, ‘thank goodness for that doctor who was able to perform the [unnecessary] C section.’
That’s like if someone pushes you down the stairs and then catches you....are you still happy they
caught you?” (Samantha, NJ). Others respond to this perceived audience conception by justifying
their own value, especially their importance to the child and family as a mother, and representing
the idea that hurting them is equivalent to hurting the baby: “Babies matter, but so do mothers;
and so does the ‘birth’ of the mother. It’s not just about surviving and ‘being happy that the baby
is healthy and alive’. How a baby enters this world determines the path the mother will take, the
life she will live, the relationship she will have with her children” (Zuzana, AZ). In these ways,
women constructed their narratives to address possible responses to their arguments.
There are other audience perceptions they respond to and attempt to alter, like the
expected audience reaction that they are only traumatized because they had unrealistic
expectations for their birth (having it go as planned according to their preferences). Some respond
by explicitly describing that they are not upset by the mode of giving birth but by the way they were
treated (lack of consent, lack of empathy, etc): “What I struggle with the most isn’t that he was
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born surgically. What bothers me the most is that I wasn’t his first friend; I didn’t get to hold
him... I still can’t take it—knowing that as he was lying there crying for me, I was down the hall
crying for him. I felt like the whole world was keeping us apart” (Heather, MD). They also
consistently make note of the fact that medical interventions or other ways they were treated were
not medically justified, often asserting they weren’t “necessary.” Brittany, for example asserts that
the interventions were unnecessary, that she was able to have a calm, healthy birth if they hadn’t
interfered, and that they made a purposeful choice to take that away from her: “Being a nurse
myself, I trusted the doctor and her opinions on what needed done. Within an hour of my arrival
at the hospital, she turned my calm and beautiful labor into a chaotic disaster because of her
unnecessary interventions. She later boasted that she ruined my birth but at least my incision was
pretty” (Brittany, WV). 30 narratives communicate those kinds of messages. They communicate
this in order to counter misconceptions that they are simply complaining that they weren’t able to
have the birth they preferred. Instead, they work to communicate that the birth they had a right to
and the ability to achieve was withheld from them for no good reason. Finally, 18 of the 64
narratives express that they have experienced lasting damaging effects of what happened as a
further way to justify that their trauma is not misguided or ungrateful: “Instead, a disrespectful and
incompetent anesthesiologist sentenced me to a motherhood riddled with flashbacks and anxiety”
(Mandy, PA).
Constructing Counter-Hegemonic Narratives
Finally, the narratives on Exposing the Silence assert rhetorical agency by their overall
achievement of actively interpreting experience and asserting that interpretation as reality. The
narratives make firm interpretations of what happened, what should have happened, what it
means, etc. The certainty of those statements is a rhetorical assertion of agency as they construct a
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clear narrative. For example, Kathryn interprets the events of her experience in terms of destiny,
placing blame on the doctors who failed to respond appropriately to her symptoms while also
defining the purpose and meaning of those circumstances: “I may not understand why my son’s
bladder, heart, kidneys and lungs were destined to fail or how the doctors failed to even attempt to
prevent my emergency c-section at 27 weeks when I, an already high-risk patient, called the office
the day before my twins were born with clear signs of pre-term labor. But, I do know that I had
already held my dead son in my arms when all I could see looking at his 2 lb. 10 oz. twin brother
in the NICU incubator was LIFE. God had allowed Asher Gabriel to live long enough to save his
twin brother’s life making him a true angel” (Kathryn, PA). Her construction of a narrative
according to her terms of interpretation is an assertion of rhetorical agency.
Those assertions of rhetorical agency are especially visible in the narratives that assert
counter-norm interpretations of experience, such as interpreting what was medically justified or
not. Again, nearly half of the narratives made claims about the medically or ethically unjustified
nature of what was done to them. One way they communicate this is by asserting that a good
experience was “stolen” or “robbed” from them: “It felt like they cut my body in half and robbed
me of all my hopes and dreams of that experience” (Nicole, CO). This is another way of saying that
the actions others took were unjust and unnecessary. Some narratives were even careful to include
information to communicate that this unjust and unnecessary behavior was purposefully taken.
They seek to communicate that medical providers understood the choices they were making and
the consequences of those choices. Lindsay explains, “In the OR, she told me I was too
‘opinionated.’ In her office months later, she said she was ‘willing to sacrifice the opinions’ of her
patients” (Lindsay, NJ). Lauren recounts, “I asked what’s going on. She tells me she’s just going to
‘strip my membranes a little.’ I said, ‘No! Why?’ She says, ‘Oh, you can’t be scared, you’ve already
had a baby before. It won’t even hurt.’ I said, ‘I’m not scared, I just don’t want it.’ She says, ‘Okay,
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if you really don’t want me to, I won’t do it then.’ So then she starts doing the cervical check and
she looks up at me, right in my eyes, and she says... ‘I LIED’” (Lauren, PA).
Through their claims that the medical system did not provide ethical or evidence-based
care, that it inflicted harm, and that it often did so knowingly, they are asserting arguments that
question the professed values of medical care systems. By making counter-norm arguments, they
are truly working to break silence. They push to reveal a social reality that may be hard for others
to hear. These acts of resistance are clear demonstrations of the rhetorical agency women assert by
sharing their narratives on Exposing the Silence.

Agency in Feminist Discursive Space
The above findings on the way sharing the narratives enacts agency by attempting to affect
change, especially through counter-hegemonic story-telling, reveals the definition and function of a
feminist discursive space. Exposing the Silence acts as a feminist discursive space by 1) promoting
agency in its users and 2) allowing them to collaboratively construct agency.
Discursive Space Amplifying Rhetorical Agency
Amy Koerber treats feminist discursive spaces as spaces in which women can comprehend
themselves as agents and can be empowered by sharing their embodied experiences (131, 143). I
apply this term to Exposing the Silence because, with its aim of empowering women by giving
them a chance to be heard, it creates a literal and symbolic space for women to share their
embodied experiences and to rhetorically construct those experiences (Koerber). In short, a
feminist discursive space functions as such because it constructs women in an agentive,
empowered, feminist narrative that provides rhetorical and material resources for women’s
experiences with reproductive healthcare. As the narratives demonstrate that women are often
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seeking to regain rhetorical agency in their story-telling, a space to share that story provides
resources to do so. My findings suggest that a feminist discursive space is one that imbues
rhetorical agency in those who populate it. Exposing the Silence offers opportunity for women to
contemplate their embodied power and to assert rhetorical agency by giving them control over the
narrative. For example, each woman had complete autonomy in choosing which part of her
interview would be included on the website. Because promoting agency in others creates the
potential to overcome oppression, Jones defines the act of providing space for others’ agency as a
feminist cause (474, 478).
In her interview, Askins expressed that the major aims of the project were to give women a
place to share their stories in a way with which an audience could connect. Askins and Pascucci
drew inspiration from other portrait projects like Humans of New York and the Veteran Vision
Project where a person’s story is featured in a way that asks the audience to validate and empathize
with them (Askins). To encourage this, for example, Askins photographed the participating women
right after their interview in order to best capture their emotions; she also chose unassuming
backgrounds and applied a black and white color scheme to remove distractions from each
woman’s face and body language (Askins). For women who had felt de-humanized during their
traumatic experience, this is an essential contribution to allowing them to regain rhetorical agency.
Exposing the Silence, then, is a feminist discursive space because it promotes agency for the
women who are a part of it.
Seigel suggests that a feminist discursive space will provide knowledge and other support
for women to make choices about their embodied experience (Seigel 81-88, 134-135). Askins
believes that many of the women who participated in the project “just wanted to be heard; they
just wanted somebody to listen to their story” (Askins). However, the project does more than that
because it places their story in a space that offers validation for those who have experienced
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obstetric violence and offers information and tools for others to anticipate and avoid it. In essence,
it promotes the participating women’s rhetorical agency. Wells demonstrates that a feminist space
is one that rhetorically constructs women as agents and provides opportunity for women to
exchange feminist values and the knowledge that helps them act on those values. Seigel’s research
suggests that a feminist discursive space forms an alternative discourse to dominant medicalized
discourse “in order to affect a reorientation of sense and meaning” (74, 147). Since some power is
needed to make change in dominant discourses, a discursive space functions to amplify women’s
power. Askins explains that the collection of stories puts faces to statistical research, demonstrating
that what women are saying about obstetric violence matches the data. She refers to them as
“consumers,” positioning them as powerful agents that can demand a better product (Askins). The
website, then, functions to validate their power as consumers to ask for something better,
promoting their rhetorical agency.
Socially Constructed Agency in Feminist Spaces
In addition to promoting the agency of its users, I found that a feminist discursive space
specifically facilitates the social construction of rhetorical agency. This is an assertion of agency
that builds itself on the unified agency of the group, an interactional agency that the discursive
space allows for by bringing users together and inviting audiences to recognize the group’s agency.
As Exposing the Silence’s goals are to create virtual experience and alter perception, the discursive
space seeks to constitute social realities (Campbell). It builds a narrative as a group to demonstrate
that the communicated experience is a social reality. And, thus, the feminist discursive space helps
constitute its users’ rhetorical agency.
The rhetorical agency of the discursive space’s occupants partly depends on interaction
with the audience. In order for the participating women to regain lost agency, the audience must
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affirm their rhetorical agency, helping to socially construct it. As has been discussed, they invoke
an audience that takes up their warrants and counter-norm arguments. They engage in reciprocal
empowerment with each other and the audience as they assert personal authority in order to
negotiate power (Darlington and Mulvaney). The rhetorical agency projected in each narrative
communicates their self-determination, competence, independence, knowledge, choice, and ability
to act, negotiating their power over the narrative by presenting their experience and calling upon
the audience to validate that experience (Darlington and Mulvaney).
The space also socially constructs the users’ agency by relying on the amplification of their
voice through unity of the group. Their values and goals are inherently feminist as they promote
consent and autonomy for women. Though there is much individuality in each narrative, upon the
whole, they share the same types of interpretations of their experiences and the same goals for
sharing their narratives on Exposing the Silence. Askins explains that the project was meant
specifically to be viewed in the form of a gallery where the audience could look through multiple
stories more quickly than if each narrative were included in its entirety—a book-length format like
that is something Askins aspires to create in the future (Askins). This means that browsing the
website is meant to be a holistic experience where the viewer is taking in multiple stories at once,
viewing multiple photographs at once, and seeing the message those build together. The message
they build is meant to speak for itself, so Askins did not choose an artificial organization of
narratives, simply posting them in the order they were collected (Askins). In this way, the
narratives of individual women gain power by virtue of being organized into a group, into a space
with the purpose of augmenting their voices.
The space and its users display their unity of voice by highlighting identification with each
other and each other’s goals; this pattern emerged in 22 of the 64 narratives. Here I understand
identification as the consubstantiality of Burke’s “identification” with another’s motives; the
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women on the website are not the same as one another, but “consubstantial”, or “substantially
one” through “acting-together” (Burke 20-21). Some of the participants’ narratives identified
themselves as a “woman” and thus explicitly or implicitly as part of a group of women. For
example, Brittany says, “We should embrace the strength we have within us and honor what we
are capable of as women” (Brittany, VA). Laney labels her cause for “all women, regardless of age,
race, ability, lifestyle choices, appearance or financial status” (Laney, CO). Gina, too, identifies
with “all mommas and their babies” and calls upon them and others to “stand with [her]” (Gina,
PA). The participants’ narratives sometimes refer to “us” or “we” in order to communicate shared
perspectives and goals: “Shame is not an effective tool and we will not tolerate this bullying any
longer” (Jen, CO). Similarly, when Meghan says “It’s someone’s body, baby, life, and it all needs to
matter,” she is relating the experience and goal to lots of people, not just herself, grouping herself
with women who had similar experiences and wish for similar change (Meghan, NJ). As those who
participated in the project were mostly introduced to the opportunity by word of mouth, this
suggests that the unity between the participants, and the social construction of their agency, was
chosen: they called upon each other to lend their voices to the group’s narrative.
They invite others into the discursive space through their narratives as well. They seem to
share a goal of expanding the discursive space so that more voices are heard and contribute to the
validation of their experience with obstetric trauma. They often position themselves as speaking
for others: “I share my story because I want women to know they are not alone and that they don’t
have to live in isolation” (Marianne, NC). Jesse says, “I’m speaking out for those who can’t or
won’t. You’re not alone,” (Jesse, AZ). Jami frames her cause as a “fight for their basic human
rights,” and therefore as a cause that is relevant to all people and that invites all people to join her
fight (Jami, WV). By expanding the discursive space, opening it to more voices, they work to
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amplify their own voices and rhetorical agency. Thus, the discursive space facilitates this feminist
cause of building a social reality together, of socially constituting rhetorical agency.
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CHAPTER IV: CONCLUSION

In conclusion, my study finds that a dyadic relationship between embodied autonomy and
rhetorical agency exists while women negotiate power constructs during their traumatic obstetric
experiences. When their rhetorical agency was diminished, so was their embodied autonomy.
While they asserted rhetorical agency during the traumatic experience, loss of agency is the main
reason for their feelings of trauma. However, they work to re-assert rhetorical agency by sharing
their narratives in the discursive space. The discursive space of the website is feminist because it
promotes the rhetorical agency of its users and provides the opportunity for its users to assert and
socially construct that agency.

Feminist Discursive Spaces
My study found that a discursive space can amplify the rhetorical agency of its occupants,
and I propose that amplifying the agency of others is an inherently feminist cause; Exposing the
Silence acts as a feminist discursive space by 1) promoting agency in its users and 2) allowing them
to collaboratively construct agency. These findings support the theory being built by others like
Koerber, Seigel, Owens, Darlington and Mulvaney, Wells, Kerschbaum, and Jones. Wells, for
example, finds that Our Bodies, Ourselves sanctions “a new discourse of the body” and prompts
women to use this discourse (Wells 56). Wells demonstrates that the book rhetorically constructs
women as agents and thus creates a feminist discursive space in which women can exchange
feminist values and the knowledge that helps them act on those values. Our discipline can
continue to explore those kinds of discursive spaces to gain a better understanding of how agency
is promoted, how it is socially constructed, and how it functions in counter-norm, feminist
narratives.
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My findings on feminist discursive spaces were limited because I was not able to interview
the occupants of the discursive space. To learn more about feminist discursive space, I would more
deeply study the women who participated by seeking to understand their reflections on their
participation in the project, their reasons for participating, how participation in the discursive
space affected them, and more. For example, Askins created a “secret” Facebook group only for the
participants of the project to keep in touch with each other on project news (Askins). Studying the
way the participants continue to build discursive space with each other can help illuminate the
makings of a feminist discursive space by its occupants; this is a possible follow-up study I can
pursue to gain deeper findings about feminist discursive space. Having only interviewed a major
creator, my current study was limited in this respect. I was not able, therefore, to learn what kinds
of feminist principles can guide a discursive space to best promote the agency of its occupants. I
suggest that principles like reciprocal empowerment (Darlington and Mulvaney), invitational
rhetoric (Foss and Griffin), critical access (Seigel), and informed choice (Spoel) could help begin
that exploration.
Future research could explore other discursive spaces that seek to amplify the voices of
their users to continue to ask how rhetorical agency functions in those spaces, what makes those
spaces feminist, and how feminist agency is discursively asserted in those spaces. As Meloncon and
Scott argue, theory building in the rhetoric of health and medicine (RHM) is important for the
movement’s growth (12-13). I join RHM scholars in “resist[ing] simple claims about rhetorical
agency, instead accounting for its distributed nature and indeterminacy in the face of biopower”
(Meloncon and Scott 6). My study’s scope did not allow me to explore how successful the
discursive space was at amplifying voices and instantiating change. A rhetorical analysis only reads
how women discursively assert change in their own perceptions or material lives and does not
reveal how the website affects its visitors. Does and how does a feminist discursive space help
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create virtual experience, alter perception, formulate belief, initiate action, or maintain action
(Campbell) in its occupants or its audience? This project only focused on a discursive space
positioned to create virtual experience and alter perception; how then, does a feminist discursive
space attempt to formulate belief, initiate action, or maintain action? If agency is the ability to
instantiate change, even if very slowly, does the rhetorical resistance to dominant ideologies
harbored in a feminist discursive space successfully gain its users power over time? Did the women
who participated in Exposing the Silence feel empowered by their participation? How do they
interpret their embodied autonomy and rhetorical agency after having become involved in this
discursive space?

Rhetorical Agency and Embodied Autonomy
Practical autonomy is the ability to make immediate material change, or in the case of this
research site, the ability to control what happens to one’s body and how one is treated. This study
reveals the nuance between such embodied autonomy and rhetorical agency. Rhetorical agency is
the discursive assertion of power or personal authority (Darlington and Mulvaney). Though I
found the two elements to work in relation to one another, they are not the same as each other.
The women on Exposing the Silence encountered powerful discursive assertions against their
humanity, a degradation of their right to choose and their right to be treated kindly, and therefore
a diminishment of both their embodied autonomy and rhetorical agency. While degradation of
their rhetorical agency through discursive means was affective at reducing their ability to maintain
power over their embodied experience, these worked as a dyad rather than as a single unit: this is
especially clear because the women on Exposing the Silence clearly asserted their own rhetorical
agency even while having little to no embodied autonomy. My analysis indicates that one affects
the other in a cause-effect chain or in a closed ever-cycling loop, rather than one being the same as
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the other. I did not, however, locate a stronger or weaker influence of rhetorical agency or of
embodied autonomy in different discursive and material circumstances. Such questions can
continue to be explored in future research.
While this finding may seem obvious, articulating this relationship is an important means
for understanding the nuance in how power functions rhetorically and materially. Indeed, it
allowed me to better understand how this loss of material power was rhetorically imposed on the
women of Exposing the Silence. And it helps reveal their discursive battle to win power back.
Because acknowledging the distinction and connection between rhetorical power and power itself
exposes hidden power dynamics, it is important for rhetoricians of health and medicine to
continue research in this vein. This could lead to solutions in solving unethical power dynamics
like the one existing between birthing women and healthcare professionals.
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APPENDIX A: EMAIL TO EXPOSING THE SILENCE CREATORS
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My name is Ella Raynor. I’m currently working on my Master’s in Rhetoric and Composition at
the University of Central Florida. I've done a lot of reading on rhetorical issues in women's
reproductive health and I've decided to focus on issues of power and choice in childbirth. Would
you be willing to answer some questions about the Exposing the Silence project?
I want to analyze this website as a “feminist discursive space” (a space that validates women's
experiences and allows them to share those experiences). I would like to also analyze the interview
responses by looking at them as focused birth narratives. My research questions ask about how
women rhetorically construct their experiences with traumatic birth. In order to do this right, I'd
like to better understand how your interview process worked and how you and/or the participants
chose the words and pictures that would be published on the website.
Academic projects sometimes feel out of touch. I don't feel that I can make a difference in the real
world by engaging with all of this theory in my discipline and writing a Master’s thesis. I hope that
by focusing on this website, I can at least give my project grounds in the real world, in the real
injustices women face. It would mean a lot to me to get a response, even with just a little extra
information about the interview and selection process.
Thanks for your time,
Ella
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR ASKINS
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•
•
•

What inspired you and Cristen to create this project?
Did this project look different when you first envisioned it? How did it change as you worked on it?
Do you feel you’ve accomplished what you wanted from this project?

•
•

How did you find the women who participated?
In your impression, what made them want to participate, or what did they want to get from it?

•

How did you choose the three main questions you asked each woman?
o “What was traumatic about your baby’s birth? What happened if you tried to tell people about it?
How are you taking your power back?”
o Were those questions picked out before you started the trip?
Of the three main questions you asked, which did women have the most to say about?
As you drove from one interview to the next on your trip, did you notice any themes in what they
had to say or the emotions they expressed?

•
•
•
•

Did the women say more during their interviews than is featured on the website?
How was it chosen what excerpt to include on the website?

•
•
•

How did you decide how to organize the stories on the website?
When you imagined people visiting the website, who were they? Who was the intended audience?
What did you want a visitor of the website to experience? Consider? What are they invited to think
about?
Have you gotten feedback from readers of the website and what has that been? Responses from the
participating women after they saw it online?
On the website, you provide a technical definition of obstetric violence. By sharing these stories,
what message did you hope to impart about obstetric violence?
o Experiencing obstetric violence seems to me like a moment of disempowerment in
someone’s life. How do you interpret it?
o How do you think sharing comments about the experience interacts with that?
Whether by accident or on purpose, do you think the stories together on the website create a kind
of story or theme? What do you think the stories are saying together?

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Did you take multiple pictures of each woman?
o How was it chosen which photo to feature on the website?
Why did you choose to make the pictures black and white?
Some pictures feature the woman alone, some with her child, and one with her significant other.
Some are sitting, some standing. Some at home and some not. Some looking at the camera and
some looking off. How were those decisions made?
In most of the pictures, the women seem to have non-smiling expressions. I’m not sure whether to
interpret some as neutral or sad. What is your impression of how they wanted to be interpreted?
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University of Central Florida Institutional Review
Board Office of Research & Commercialization
12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501
Orlando, Florida 32826-3246
Telephone: 407-823-2901 or 407-882-2276
www.research.ucf.edu/compliance/irb.html

Approval of Human Research
From:

UCF Institutional Review Board
#1 FWA00000351, IRB00001138

To:

Ella Raynor

Date:

May 26, 2018

Dear Researcher:
On 05/26/2018 the IRB approved the following modifications / human participant
research until 05/25/2019 inclusive:
Type of Review: Submission Correction for UCF Initial Review
Submission Form - Expedited Review Category #6
and #7 – Adult Participants – n=1
This approval includes an Alteration of Written
Documentation requiring only the participants’
signature

Project Title: Constituting Rhetorical Agency in A Feminist
Discursive Space
Investigator: Ella Raynor
IRB Number: SBE-1813902
Funding Agency:
Grant Title:
Research ID:
N/
A
The scientific merit of the research was considered during the IRB review. The
Continuing Review Application must be submitted 30days prior to the expiration date for
studies that were previously expedited, and 60 days prior to the expiration date for
research that was previously reviewed at a convened meeting. Do not make changes to
the study (i.e., protocol, methodology, consent form, personnel, site, etc.) before
obtaining IRB approval. A Modification Form cannot be used to extend the approval
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period of a study. All forms may be completed and submitted online at
https://iris.research.ucf.edu .
If continuing review approval is not granted before the expiration date of 05/25/2019,
approval of this research expires on that date. When you have completed your research, please
submit a Study Closure request in iRIS so that IRB records will be accurate.
Use of the approved, stamped consent document(s) is required. The new form supersedes
all previous versions, which are now invalid for further use. Only approved investigators
(or other approved key study personnel) may solicit consent for research participation.
Participants or their representatives must receive a copy of the consent form(s).
All data, including signed consent forms if applicable, must be retained and secured per
protocol for a minimum of five years (six if HIPAA applies) past the completion of this
research. Any links to the identification of participants should be maintained and secured
per protocol. Additional requirements may be imposed by your funding agency, your
department, or other entities. Access to data is limited to authorized individuals listed as
key study personnel.
In the conduct of this research, you are responsible to follow the requirements of the
Investigator Manual.
This letter is signed by:

Signature applied by Jennifer Neal-Jimenez on 05/26/2018 05:21:44 AM EDT
Designated Reviewer
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